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Abstract

Developing a cost-effective pollution control strategy reliance on a logical analytical strategy and on readi-

for urban areas and for other areas with large num- ly available default information is, however, broadly

bers of varied pollution sources is a complex task that applicable to environmental management and pollu-

often requires the application of special methodolo- tion assessment in general. Such a procedure can help

gies. The task is frequently complicated by lack of in- identify cost-efficient control measures, including good

formation about emissions from the various sources, housekeeping and waste prevention methods that can

the effects of the emissions on ambient quality, and contribute to plant efficiency as well as to pollution

mitigation alternatives. reduction. By providing information about pollution

This volume illustrates how, by applying stan- problems and alternative abatement measures, it can

dard emissions factors, simple dispersion models, and foster participation and consensus building.

cost functions, analysts can arrive at reasonable esti- The analytical approach and the DSS/IPC sys-

mates even when field data are inadequate. The meth- tem will be of interest to staffs of environmental agen-

od outlined is based on the Decision Support System cies and international development organizations,

for Integrated Pollution Control (DSS/IPC), a software environmental engineers, economists, and policy an-

program developed by the World Bank in collabora- alysts. The DSS/IPC software is available on the

tion with the World Health Organization (WHO) and World Bank Website, http://www.worldbank.org/

the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO). The pollutionmanagement.
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Overview of the DSS/IPC

The DSS/IPC system is a software package for per- The DSS/IPC software contains the following

sonal computers that was developed by the World databases, compiled by medium of discharge-air,
Bank in collaboration with the World Health Organi- water, and solid and hazardous wastes:

zation (WHO) and the Pan American Health Organi- * Pollution-intensive technological processes across

zation (PAHO) to analyze alternative pollution control all sectors of economic activity, including mining,

strategies and policies. It builds on a WHO method manufacturing industries, energy, transport, and

for estimating pollution loads in a study area, such as the municipal sector, grouped according to the UN

a metropolitan area or water basin, by applying stan- International Standard Industrial Classification

dard emissions factors to data on economic activity, (ISIC) at the four-digit level

by industry or sector. The load estimates are then used * The principal control options available for each

to compute annual average concentrations of pollut- process, including good housekeeping and waste

ants in an area or water body and the outcomes of prevention programs
selected pollution controls. The DSS/IPC extends this * Emissions factors associated with these processes

approach, allowing users to calculate the costs of con- and with process-control options

trols and outline a cost-effective abatement strategy. * Normalized unit costs for control technologies

The DSS/IPC system comprises a set of exten- a Health guidelines for air and water pollutants,

sive databases and a number of computation mod- where applicable.

ules. The computation modules enable a user to The editing and calibration features of the soft-

estimate: ware allow the user to adjust the default data to local

* Air, water, and solid waste emissions, on the ba- conditions when actual information is available.

sis of an inventory of economic activities for a
given location Uses of the DSS/1PC System

* Ambient concentrations of air and water pollut-
ants, by using simple (screening) dispersion The DSS/IPC system can be used by Bank staff, envi-
models with minimum meteorological and hydro- roramental agencies, pollution engineers, economists,
logical data and policy analysts as:

* Total costs of control options, by using standard- * An educational tool in pollution economics and

ized engineering-type cost functions management
* Long-run marginal cost schedules for achieving a * A reference database for pollution management

certain level of emissions reduction (or decline in * A screening and data management tool
ambient concentration) for a chosen pollutant. . An analytical tool.

ix



x Decision Support System for Integrated Pollution Control

An educational tool to be provided by the user: an inventory of industries

The DSS/IPC identifies key issues and cause-effect in a given area, including data on key inputs, outputs,

links in pollution management. It demonstrates how or both, in physical units (for those products whose

various factors that can be influenced by sectoral and processing or manufacturing is most directly linked

environmental policies affect pollution loads and to medium-specific pollution), and information on the

ambient quality. These factors include the scale, com- types of existing controls.

position, and density of economic activities in a study An analytical tool
area; the geographic location of industrial estates; the
controls adopted; and low-cost waste prevention and The DSS/IPC system is designed to help develop a

good housekeeping programs. The system permits the cost-effective pollution control strategy across vari-
user to analyze pollution control policies and techno- ous pollution sources for a given area and identify

logical options by looking at the policies' potential priority investments in specific industries and in the

impact on ambient concentrations of priority pollut- municipal sector. The software permits an analysis

ants -those most closely linked to health and envi- that (a) highlights variations in marginal costs of

ronmental damage - at different sources in an area or abatement across industries and other sources and (b)

watershed. It promotes public participation and con- defines the control levels and associated investments

sensus building by informing stakeholders about the needed in various industries to achieve a desired pol-

key pollution problems, major pollution sources, and lution abatement target at least cost for the area as a

principal mitigation measures in the area. It creates a whole. In particular, the system estimates the amount
framework for negotiating tradeoffs and for agreeing of pollution reduction that can be achieved without

on targets and necessary interventions, costly investments, just by improving management,
operation, and maintenance. The software can also be

A reference database for pollution used to support the selection of alternative locations
management for new industries, industrial zones, urban develop-

ment, and expanded municipal services. For each pro-
The system can be used in a variety of activities in ped an, itpan estim t eal efct on
research or project preparation and analysis. The DSS/ the level of pollution and the costs of complying with
IPC database and manual, which are incorporated into environmental regulations.
the software, provide information on toxic pollutants, WVater pollution control. The DSS/IPC system is
emissions factors, dispersion models, technological dsged tolsuppor intraTe wStewte manage-
processes, control options, and unit costs and contain mentgand ca bappliedrat both nal andgw-
formulas that can be independently applied in other metadcnbapldatohmuipladw-
formulas orsthatesor can besinepven applieredcin oth tershed levels. It permits estimation of the total loads

models osd ocof major water pollutants discharged in a watershed

A screening and data management tool (or portions of a watershed) and their relative impact
on ambient quality; the shares in these loads of dif-

The DSS/ IPC system helps users assess the pollution ferent pollution sources, including municipal sewage;
situation in the area and identify major pollution and the total and marginal costs of alternative levels
sources even when monitored data on emissions and of wastewater treatment. (See the case study of Co-
ambient concentrations are not available. It can be lombo in Box 1.) The results produced by the DSS/
used to highlight deficiencies in the existing system IPC can help in deciding whether or where to use more
of data collection for pollution management; organize sophisticated water quality models and which waste-
in a systematic way the process of gathering relevant water treatment options at specific sources merit fur-
information; continuously update and process this ther consideration and analysis.
information; and present it swiftly in a convenient Air pollution control. The DSS/IPC can provide
format as a table, chart, or map. The DSS/IPC data- support for an integrated approach to airshed man-
base covers nearly 150 industrial processes and other agement in a given location. The system enables the
polluting activities and 30 air and water pollutants, user to generate an inventory of atmospheric emis-
as well as solid wastes. Some information does have sions from all significant sources in an urban area,
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Box 1. Analyzing Wastewater Treatment Options in Colombo, Sri Lanka

The Colombo Metropolitan Area (CMA) is a rap- This proportion is likely to remain the same in the
idly growing urban and industrial center that con- future, given continuous urbanization, if measures
tains a quarter of Sri Lanka's total population and to collect and control municipal discharges are not
accounts for over 70 percent of its industrial activ- taken. Without improvements in sanitation, even
ity. Water quality has been deteriorating over the the most advanced treatment of all industrial dis-
past decades in all water systems in the area; Beira charges may not improve water quality in the
Lake and Lunawa Lagoon are now devoid of Kelani; it can, at most, remove only about one-fifth
aquatic life. Of particular concern for environmen- of the total load of BOD5 going into the water (see
tal authorities is water quality in Kelani Ganga. This Figure A). The analysis of treatment options dem-
river, the main waterway of the CMA and a major onstrated a great variation in the marginal costs of
source of water for the capital, receives wastewa- BOD5 abatement for different industries and mea-
ter from some of the most densely populated areas sures and for the industrial and municipal sectors
and a considerable number of industries. The IPC (see Figure B). An important point is that the larg-
analysis estimated the pollutants that are dis- est portion of both industrial and municipal loads
charged in significant quantities and have the great- of BOD5 can be treated at relatively low marginal
est effect on water quality, including biological and total costs. The assessment identified a cost-
oxygen demand (measured over five days - BOD5 ), effective combination of municipal effluent treat-
chemical oxygen demand (COD), suspended sol- ment and low-cost abatement options for industry
ids, phosphorus, and nitrogen. The analysis re- (good housekeeping and primary treatment). Ex-
vealed that -contrary to perceptions that industry pansion of the residential sewerage network and
is the main contributor to the deterioration in the treatment of sewage should be priorities for the
biological and bacteriological indicators of water municipal sector. (Low-cost options, including ex-
quality -the largest part of organic pollutants tension of sewers into the ocean, must be also con-
comes from households and the municipal sector sidered in defining the most appropriate treatment
(75 percent for COD and over 90 percent for BOD5 ). level.)

Figure A. Water pollution in the Kelani River, dry season, under two control options
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including industries, power and heating plants, com- benefits of lowering ambient concentrations for pol-
mercial and household boilers, municipal incinerators, lutants that have recognized health effects and well-
and motor vehicles, and to identify pollution "hot established dose-response functions. (See Box 2.)
spots" and "worst offenders" that may require the use The DSS/IPC system reveals the limitations of
of more advanced and refined airshed models. (One pollution control policies targeted at large industrial
such model, for analyzing the impact of a small num- sources air pollution problems and highlights the sig-
ber of dominant or typical point sources of air emis- nificance and relative impact of other, small pollution
sions, is incorporated in the DSS/IPC software.) In sources that are typically dispersed and difficult to
general, the analysis of pollution control strategies and
policies in the DSS/IPC is aimed at large industries conto (See Bo .) n misdustr (an sulfrd

and owerplans, herecontol tchnlogis ca be oxide (SO2 ) from nonindustrial sources (small boilersand power plants, where control technologies can be an 2tvs rcs pnbmn fmncplwse
installed at reasonable cost. and stoves, trucks, open burning of municipal waste,

The software can be used to predict ambient and so on) are considerable in most cities in the de-
pollution concentrations on the basis of selected con- veloping world and often determine ambient quality,
trol strategies for emissions sources. It permits users especially in residential areas. This fact has impor-
to propose least-cost programs of control options tant implications for selection of pollution control
across industries for each prespecified level of im- policies and targeting of specific sectors or sources.
provement in ambient quality. The user can also com- Analysis of pollution control policies. The DSS/IPC
pare associated abatement costs with the estimated system can be used as the first step in:

Box 2. Costs and Benefits of Controlling Industrial Emissions of Particulates in Rio de Janeiro

The most severe air pollution problem in the Rio sources and the expected effect of these measures
de Janeiro Metropolitan Area (RJMA) is in an on emissions and concentrations of TSP. The analy-
airshed that covers an area of about 700 square ki- sis showed that most of the TSP can be removed at
lometers (including downtown Rio) with a popu- a relatively low marginal cost (see Figure). After a
lation of about 6.6 million. Concentrations of total reduction of 57 gg/mi3 is achieved, at a total an-
suspended particulates (TSP) in the airshed have nual cost of US$7.4 million, marginal costs start in-
been increasing steadily since 1990 and stood at 125 creasing sharply. Still, estimates of health benefits
micrograms per cubic meter (gg/m3) in 1994. from the decline in TSP levels show a maximum

An analysis using the DSS/IPC looked at TSP net benefit of US$135 million a year for removing
emissions from industries and from such nonindus- 59 Mg/M3 , at a cost of US$9.3 million a year. The
trial sources as transport and waste burning. The results suggest that a very high economic payoff
system was then used to calculate the costs of con- may be obtained from tightening control of indus-
trol measures that could be adopted by industrial trial emissions of particulates.

Marginal costs of controlling ambient concentration of particulates,
Rio de Janeiro

4,000

3,000
59

2,000

1,000 57

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
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Box 3. Assessing the Relative Effect on Ambient Quality of Air Emissions from Different Sources

Using a simplified air dispersion model recom- ing and traffic); medium level (most industrial pro-
mended and tested by WHO, the DSS/IPC system cesses); and high level (electric utilities). Low-level
links emissions from each category of sources to sources turn out to have the largest effect. Thus,
variations in annual average concentrations of the the design and evaluation of pollution control poli-
corresponding pollutants. The analysis quantita- cies should take into account the reality that a sub-
tively shows that, in addition to the volume of emis- stantial reduction in emissions from utilities and
sions, the height of emissions sources greatly affects industries may have little impact on ambient qual-
the level of ambient concentrations. Table 3 dem- ity and exposure in an urban area if the policy is
onstrates the significant differences in the impact not accompanied by specific measures to tackle
of a unit of SO2 emissions from three categories of emissions from low-level sources.
sources, grouped by height: low level (space heat-

Change in annual average concentration of sulfur dioxide per I ,000-ton change in emissions
(cgur3)

Area (square kilometers)
Source level 500 1,000 1,500
Low 3.25 2.16 1.71
Medium 0.20 0.14 0.12
High 0.06 0.05 0.05

Note: Meteorological assumptions on yearly probabilities of atmospheric stability and wind speed combinations are
as follows:
* Unstable conditions with wind speed: moderate, 10 percent; high, 20 percent
* Neutral conditions with wind speed: very low, 20 percent; low, 20 percent; moderate, 10 percent; high, 10

percent
* Stable conditions with very low wind speed, 10 percent.

* Estimating the costs of attaining proposed emis- native pollution control strategies. Its main advantage
sions or ambient standards in an area is in helping to create a comprehensive picture of the

• Estimating the impact on ambient quality of pro- pollution problems in an area and to focus further
posed emnissions standards or technological stan- analysis on specific priorities.
dards

* Allocating cost-effective emissions standards Implementation
across pollution sources The DSS/IPC system runs under Windows 3.1x and

* Estimating, with the use of long-run marginal cost has convenient export-import links with Microsoft
schedules, emissions charge rates that will provide Excel and other data-processing programs. The data-
incentives to meet environmental targets for the base is maintained in Access but can be manipulated

area or watershed. directly through the DSS/IPC software. The minimum

Limitations PC hardware requirements are a 486 processor with
12 megabytes (Mb) internal memory and a 250-Mb

In applying the DSS/IPC system to the analysis of hard disk.
the situations described above, it is important to re- To start a study, the user defines an area or sev-
member that the system is a tool for rapid, rough as- eral areas according to which all subsequent informa-
sessment. It can give only an indication of where tion will be processed and presented. The minimum
problems are likely to occur, the relative significance data for each area to be used by the system comprise
of different pollution sources, and the order of mag- output or input for major industries (at the four-digit
nitude of the costs and effects associated with alter- ISIC level), basic information on municipal services
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and traffic, and existing levels of pollution controls. cal phosphorus load for a lake in relation to the esti-
If the analysis includes water pollution, rivers and mated load, and the dissolved oxygen deficit, as well
lakes that receive discharges from the area(s) should as decaying levels of coliform in a river downstream
be defined as well. from the discharge point.

From this information, the DSS/IPC can estimate After ambient concentrations for air or water
air, water, and solid waste pollution loads, using de- pollutants are estimated and priority pollutants are
fault emissions coefficients. The estimates can be re- defined, the system can generate total and marginal
fined with further knowledge of local emissions costs for different levels of controls on selected pol-
factors and control technologies, which can be used lutants. These costs are based on standardized func-
to calibrate default values. On the basis of the calcu- tions and a set of default parameters, which can be
lated loads, simple air and water dispersion models refined by using locally specific economic data.
offer estimates of pollutant concentrations when ba- The DSS/IPC database covers nearly 150 indus-
sic geographic data are provided. trial processes and other polluting activities and 30

The system contains two air dispersion models air and water pollutants, as well as solid wastes.
and five water models that can be selectively run by a The DSS/IPC has been used in project prepara-
user in any combination. For air, a very simple area tion and economic sector work undertaken by World
model calculates the annual average concentration of Bank staff in Algeria, Brazil (state of Rio de Janeiro),
a pollutant, for emissions from all sources identified Mexico, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka, and Syria.
in the area. A more complex point-source model gen- In Sri Lanka, the DSS/IPC was also used to analyze
erates the maximum hourly ground-level concentra- water pollution control options in the Kelani River
tion of a pollutant (with the corresponding downwind basin as part of a technical assistance project spon-
distance) that is attributed to a particular source of sored by the U.S. Agency for International Develop-
emissions such as a power plant. Water models en- ment (USAID), as described in Box 1. The DSS/IPC
able a user to calculate annual or seasonal mean con- database and selected computation modules were also
centrations of conservative substances (those whose employed in environmental studies for China and the
properties do not change) in a river or lake, the criti- East Asian region.



Chapter 1

Fundamentals of the DSS/IPC

Structure of the database lection criteria for the incorporation of processes into

The DSS/IPC database contains files with separate the database are as follows:
information about air pollution, water pollution, and a The environmental impact of the process has to

solid wastes. All data files are related to one of these be relevant.
three environmental modes. They contain information m The available information from experience and in
on: the literature has to be generally applicable.

The processes data file contains the following
* Economic activities and processes, by ISIC code

at the four-digit classification level fields:
* Pollutants and health guidelines I. Environmental mode (air, A; water, W; or solid* Pollutants and health guldelmes ~wastes, S)
* Emissions factors, by process and by relevant pol- 2. ISIC code

lutant 3. Process ID
* Reduction measures for polluting processes 4. Process description
• Reduction factors by pollutant and by reduction 5. Process unit

measure for polluting processes 6. Volume of air or water (in cubic meters) per

* Cost formulas for controlled processes and reduc- process unit
tion measures, for the air and water modes only. 7. Number of production hours per year

These files are described in greater detail in the 8. Cost ID
sections that follow. 9. Memo field

Fields 1, 2, and 3. Valid processes are uniquely

Economic activities identified in the computer by the combination of the
three environmental mode codes, A, W, or S; the four-

The database contains a file of economic activities at digit ISIC code; and the Process ID. The Process ID is
the four-digit ISIC level, showing ISIC codes for those either a four-letter code or a four-character code that
activities that have significant environmental impact has as the first character "&" followed by three let-
(typically, up to 90 percent of emissions and waste- ters. Each ISIC code can be assigned one, several, or
water discharges generated in an urban area). no processes in each of the three environmental

modes. However, at least one process in one environ-
Polluting processes mental mode is assigned to each ISIC code given in

The database contains three separate files on pollut- the ISIC file.
ing processes: for air, for water, and for processes that For example:
generate significant amounts of solid waste. The se- 3710 Iron and steel basic industries

1
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A 3710 AAUA Gray iron foundries been selected for the general Process ID data. For

S 3710 &BUA Iron and steel mill waste example, the most commonly used processes are

W3710 &BUA Electric arc process selected for 3710, Iron and steel basic industries

W3710 CAUA Galvanizing (see example above.)
The Process ID sometimes contains a one-letter * Where a process includes a number of different

or two-letter code. In this case, it refers not to an actu- activities that are all commonly used, those activi-
al process but to the entire category of processes with ties have been grouped by category. Average emis-
four-character Process IDs, each of which begins with sions factors across those factors or processes
the same letter or letters, representative for a category have been calculated

For example: and assigned to general Process IDs (for example,
4101, Power, light, and heat).

4101 Power, light, and heat The database primarily contains general process-

A 4101 A Utility boilers es. Specific processes are added only if they are easily

A 4101 AAUA Natural gas identified and have significantly different emissions

A 4101 ABUA Residual fuel oil factors, as in the example of ISIC 3116, above. It should

A 4101 ACUA Hard coal be emphasized that the general Process IDs provide

A 4101 ADUA Lignite only a rough indication of wastes generated and re-
The first two characters of the Process ID also leased to air and water. Great care should be taken in

represent a process group, which is further described the interpretation and use of the results to ensure that
in the section on calculating long-run marginal costs. the general Process IDs provide information that is
Processes with four-character Process IDs represent both relevant and pertinent to the activities actually
the highest level of detail in the DSS/IPC. Only for carried out in the area being modeled.
these processes are fields 5, 6, 7, and 8 filled in. These All processes have either the letter "U" or the
fields contain interactive information; that is, they are letter a"X in the third position of the four-letter Pro-
uniquely linked to all the emissions factors and the cess ID. Those designated U are base processes with
associated pollutants. no control or prevention measures and with no cost

Process IDs that have "&" as the first character function attached. Those designated X are cleaner al-
typically represent general processes. Four-letter ternatives to base processes and are linked to cost
codes are usually assigned to specific processes, but functions through the Cost ID displayed in field 8 (see
there are exceptions to this rule, as when a distinction below). These processes are also called controlled pro-
between a general process and a specific process is cesses. Process files contain only those cleaner alter-
not quite clear, or when coding a large number of gen- natives to base processes (i.e., controlled processes)
eral processes under one ISIC technically requires the that can be achieved by modifying process inputs or
use of four letters. Power, light, and heat, ISIC 4101, core technologies, through such means as waste pre-
is one example; another is grain mill products. vention programs and good housekeeping measures

(WPP/HG). They do not include end-of-pipe controls,
which are stored in a separate data file, Reduction

A 3116 &AUA General milling and roasting Measures (see below).

A 3116 AAUA Wheat milling For example:
The general Process IDs have been formulated

A 3310 AAUA Wood painting oil base
using one of three techniques as appropriate:
* The sum of activities that make up the complete A3310AAXA Wood painting oil base-WPP/GH

process has been taken. For example, the compo- A 3310 AAXB Wood painting water soluble
nents of cotton processing (ISIC 3210)-yarn siz- Field 4. The Process Description field is filled in
ing, kiersing, bleaching, dyeing, and printing- are for every row of the data file.
assigned a single general Process ID for discharges Field 5. Every process with a four-character Pro-
to water. cess ID has a field for the production unit describing

* Where a process includes a number of different or the unit of measurement of the annual production
obscure activities, those most commonly used have linked to that process (for example, head/year for live-
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stock raising; tons of product per year for the chemi- default data file are assigned stability class 1 or 2.
cal industry). Pollutants can be excluded from concentration calcu-

Fields 6 and 7. For all the processes in the air lations by changing their stability to class 3. The user
and water modes with a four-character Process ID and can force an evaluation by changing the stability class
identified cost functions, default values have been to 1 or 2 manually.
filled in for the volume of air or water that is emitted Fields 5 and 6. Long-term and short-term envi-
or discharged per unit of production and for the num- ronmental health guidelines are limit values for an-
ber of production hours per year. These values are nual and hourly ambient concentrations of air and
used only in the Cost Calculation module. In the ab- water pollutants. These values are used in the system
sence of actual information, the following default val- to identify those pollutants whose ambient levels may
ues are used in the system: cause health hazards in a given area (see Health

Guidelines). The limit values can be changed by the
Vrolumeion 80.99 houbics/ytear. t fproduction user to reflect national ambient quality standards or
Production hours 8,000 hours/year. community health risk preferences; alternative uses

Field 8. Cost ID connects th te polui of the media, such as use of river water for drinking,
control technologies or actions with the correspond- for irrigation, or for livestock feeding; or environmen-
ing type of cost formula. The cost formulas are given tal criteria other than health for the identification of
in the Cost Calculation section. pollution problems. Note that not all air and water

Field 9. The memo fields contain specified in- pollutants have default limit values in the DSS/IPC
formation about each process and appear in the sys- system.
tem as footnotes. New footnotes can be added to the
system by the user, and existing footnotes can be de- Emissionsfactors

leted. For each of the three environmental modes, the data-

base contains a data file with emissions factors. ThePollutants emissions factor data file contains the following fields:

For each of the three modes (A, W, and S) a data file I. Environmental mode code (A, W, or S)
recording the environmentally significant pollutants 2. ISIC code
has been prepared. The pollutants data files contain 3. Process ID
the following fields: 4. Pollutant ID

I. Environmental mode code (A, W, or S) 5. Emissions factor
2. Pollutant ID 6. Footnote field.
3. Pollutant description Field 3. Emissions factors can be linked only to
4. Pollutant stability class four-character process IDs (#*U. or *+X#, where .
S. Long-term environmnental health guidelines indicates a character). Every process at the four-char-

for air and water pollutants acter Process ID level must have at least one emis-
6. Short-term environmental health guidelines

relevant for air pollutantssonfatr
Field vantheo air pollutants are classified i Field 5. An emissions factor is the amount of a

threesbli clses air pollutants areclassifiedinto pollutant that is emitted per unit of production. The
the stabilety pltanes: (retention time 3 hour) unit of measurement used is kilograms per unit of
2. onStable pollutants (0.n to > 3 hours) production. A process is most often associated with
3. Uonstable pollutants ( 0.5 to3 hours) more than one emissions factor/pollutant-ID.

The wntaler pollutants are alo. csent. Field 6. The information presented in this field
sTa cases, is included in the system as "footnotes." All memo

1. Stable pollutants (retention ti:e > 5 days) fields/footnotes contain information that is important
2. Nonstable pollutants (0.5 to 5 days) for a user in evaluating whether the particular emis-
3. Unstable pollutants (< 0.5 day). sions factor should be modified to reflect local condi-

The computer program disregards unstable pol- tions. In a number of cases, the memo fields/footnotes
lutants (class 3) when calculating long-term average contain formulas that have to be applied by a user for
ambient concentrations. Pollutants provided in the manual calculation of emissions factors.
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Reduction measures cesses with four-character Process IDs within the giv-

The database contains a data file with reduction mea- en ISIC group.
sures for the air and water modes only.

A reduction measure is a mitigating control on a
polluting process. It is different from applying a clean- Reduction measures are associated with reduction
er process. A cleaner (controlled) process (with factors that represent the share of air emissions or
four-character Process ID #+X*) replaces a base (un- water effluents discharged into the environment af-
controlled) process (#*U#) with new, mostly lower, ter the measure is applied. The value 0 means total
emission factors . Attached to a cleaner process is a removal of the concerned pollutant from the waste
cost formula for calculating the additional costs it re- stream, while the value I stands for no reduction at
quires by comparison with the base process. The clean- all. Because the reduction measures provided by the
er processes, together with the base processes, are part system are generic, the corresponding reduction fac-
of the same data file. A reduction measure, found in a tors give only a rough indication of the level of con-
separate data file, can be applied to all the processes trol for the pollutants affected by the measures.
with four-character Process IDs (##Uos, as well as The reduction factor data file contains the fol-
*.X#s). Reduction measures typically represent end- lowing fields:
of-pipe technologies such as wastewater treatment I. Environmental mode code (A or W)

systems or fabric filters for controlling dust emissions.1 2. ISIC code
Reduction measures are also referred to as control 3. Process title

4. Reduction ID
measures.

S. Pollutant ID
The reduction measure data file contains the fol- 6. Reduction factor

lowing fields: Fields 5 and 6. Every relevant air or water pol-
l . Environmental mode code (A or W) lutant (pollutant ID) is linked to the reduction mea-
2. Cost ID
3. Reduction ID sure through one reduction factor. More than one
4. Reduction measure pollutant ID and reduction factor can be attached to a
5. ISIC code reduction measure.
6. Process title

Field 2. Cost ID refers to a data file with cost Cost parameters

formulas; see Cost Formulas. Data files with cost formulas are provided for the air

Field 3. Reduction ID is a one-letter code that is and water modes. The cost formulas apply to both

unique for every reduction measure within a specific controlled processes and reduction measures. Al-

process group (processes with identical first two char- though the cost calculations provide only estimates

acters within the same ISIC and the same environ- of potential relative costs, every effort was made to

mental mode); within a process category (processes incorporate all the relevant process parameters, such

with identical first characters within the same ISIC as wastewater or waste air volume per hour, the num-
and the same environmental mode); or within an ISIC ber of sources to which the control has to be applied,

group (all processes within the same ISIC and the and annual production hours. Local economic condi-
same environmental mode). tions, such as labor and energy costs, are incorporat-

Field 4. This field describes the reduction measure. ed into the cost calculations and can be varied by a
Field 6. The process title usually consists of a user to reflect regional or temporal characteristics.

two-character code but can also consist of a one-char- The cost data files contain the following fields:

acter code or may be absent. One- or two-character 1. Environmental mode code (A or W)

process titles mean that the measure is applicable to 2. Cost ID

all the processes within the concerned ISIC group in 3. Control technology description
4. I/V-flag (investment/capital costs or operating/

which the Process IDs have the same first or first two variable costs)

characters. The absence of a process title means that 5. F/P-flag (indicating whether the cost

the reduction measure is applicable for all the pro- calculation formula is based on flow rate of
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the water discharged or the air emitted, or on In the general formula, A is a fixed cost param-
the level of production) eter. The term B * ([F, PJ/N)c is used to data-fit (with
6. Cost unit (refers to the labor, energy, or B and C) the costs that vary with the capacity of the
material component; default values appear in arocess the P formatv or the trocess waste volume
the table below) s
7. Ratio R (for data-fitting purposes) (the F format). The term D * ([F, PI/N) * T is applica-
8. Parameter A (for data-fitting purposes) ble for F-type formulas in which D stands for the cost
9. Parameter B (for datafitting purposes) per cubic meter of waste. The term E * POL * IF, P1/N

10. Parameter C (for data-fitting purposes) is relevant for P-type formulas in which E stands for
I 1. Parameter D (for data-fitting purposes) the cost per kilogram of pollutant and POL is the emis-
12. Pollutant ID12. Pollutant ID ~~~~sion factor of the concerned pollutant.
13. Parameter E (for data-fitting purposes) s
14. Depreciation period (in years). N in the general formula stands for the number

One general cost format per source is used, as of polluting sources for the process. Since many cost
follows: formulas are not linear in relation to the capacity of

the process, the number of sources is an important
Cost [F, P1= UNIT * {A + B * ([F, pI/N)C parameter for taking into account the effect of econo-

mies of scale. N has a default value of 1.

Overall, in the individual cost formulas, the The following guidelines for estimating the num-
UNITS given below are used (kWh, kilowatt-hour; ber of sources apply:
Nm3 , normal cubic meter; m2

, square meter; kg, kilo- 1. In general, the number of sources is one per
gram): production unit. Production units can be

Default
Number UNIT Description Unit of measurement (1990 U.S. data)

I GU General overall cost ratio - I

2 LU Labor ratio (local labor - I
cost/ 1990 U.S. labor cost)

3 MU Material ratio (local material - I
cost/ 1990 U.S. material
cost)

4 EU Energy ratio (local energy - I
cost/1990 U.S. energy cost)

5 HR Cost of I hour skilled labor US$/hour 20

6 EE Cost of I kWh electricity US$/kWh 0.05
7 EG Cost of I Nm3 natural gas US$/Nm3 0.15

8 MB Cost of I m2 bag filter US$/m2 75

9 MK Cost of I m3 catalyst US$/m3 20,000

10 MD Cost of disposing of I kg US$/kg 0.25
hazardous waste

I1 MW Cost of I m3 cooling water US$/m3 0.0002

12 MT Cost of treating I m3 US$/m3 0.02
wastewater

13 MX Costof I kg US$/kg I
perchloroethene

14 EO Cost of I liter gasoline US$ 0.4

15 ED Cost of I liter diesel US$ 0.4
16 MC Costof I kgactivecoal US$/kg 4
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process installations, fuel-burning New factors can be added for processes not in-
installations, waste incinerators, hotels, cluded in the database. For each new process or ac-
restaurants, hospitals, and farms or stables. tivity introduced into a specific study, the user must
As a rule, the number of sources is the provide all the relevant linked information concern-
number of installations that would be ing pollutants and their health guidelines (if additional

necessary to control a polluting process. to the default list), emissions factors, reduction mea-
2. For air emissions caused by transport, N is

' ~~~sures and factors, and control costs.
equal to the number of vehicles for which a (Emission load by pollutant) = (production lev-
measure will be taken.measure will be taken. ~el) x (emission factor for this process and pollutant) x

3. In ISIC 9200 (municipal services), population (emission factor for this pocess and ptant)on
sizeis sed n te cacultionof he wter(reduction factor for this pollutant and adopted con-size is used in the calculation of the water

discharges, but for the cost calculations the trol technology, if any).
number of sources is the number of sewage Load calculations are initiated by choosing the

treatment plants to be built. The default Window I Calculate I Load... option from the menu.
value for N is 1.

One cost ID can include several formulas for in- Ambient air and water concentrations:
vestment costs and for operating costs. For example, dispersion models
there are separate formulas for energy costs, labor Dispersion models are applied to estimate concentra-
costs, and operating costs, all under the same cost ID. tions of the specific pollutants in air and in water. The

Values of the parameters in the cost functions
can be changed to identify the costs of new technolo-
gies and measures available for controlling discharg- Air
es and emissions. 1. Area

Calculations 2. Point source
Load inventories Water

1. River conservative
The main model steps are: 2. River BOD

1. Inventory of polluting sources, their 3. River coliform count
production levels, and the levels of adopted 4. Lake conservative

controls 5. Lake phosphorus
2. Calculation of pollution loads by multiplying

the levels of production by the corresponding
emissions factors and by the corresponding Area
reduction factors if a control technology MODEL EQUATIONS

(reduction measure) is adopted. The emissions-concentrations relationships for low-,
Emissions factors are average values that take medium-, and high-level sources are as follows. The

into account the type of process used in the particular change in ambient concentrations C (measured in
industry; the input or other technological character- micrograms per cubic meter, gg/m 3) per unit emis-
istics that are relevant for emissions levels (e.g. type sion from source h (where emissions are measured in
of fuel used; and the presence or absence of waste metric tons and h can be high, medium, or low) is:
prevention programs. AC = Dh / 10000 (1)

The default database contains default emissions
factors for all relevant pollutants for each polluting where the dispersion coefficients Dh for low-level
process, as well as default reduction factors for each sources are given by:
reduction measure and the affected pollutants. All these
factors can be adjusted by a user on the basis of local D = F, e(aS +l(R)3 (2)
data, if available. The production levels have to be pro- k

vided by a user in the Inputdef[Production] window.
Footnotes are important for the use of that window. A an ths f o g
user can also define in that window the number of en by:(R) + (in(R)

sources, which are later used in the cost calculations. D = (3)
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where R is the effective radius of the area computed Input

by the formula: User defined

R = A/;j (4) Area size
Area emission density factor (spatial average con-

and A is the area in square kilometers (the area need centration ratio)
not be circular). The frequency parameters Fk refer Area frequency factors (should be stored per area)

to the contents of Table 1.1. The parameters ' Cb, i', Constants/calculated values

and h, are taken from Tables 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4, re- Coefficients based on atmospheric stability and
spectively. wind speed

Table 1. I Area Frequency Factors F,

Wind speed (m)
Very low Low Moderate High

Atmospheric stability (k) (<2 mls) (2-5 mls) -(5-7.5 mls) (> 7.5 m/s)
Unstable FII F12 F13 F14
Neutral F21 F22 t23 F24
Stable F31 F32 F33

Note: The sum of all frequency factors per area must be l.000.

Table 1.2 Coefficients ' for the Area Table 1.3 Coefficients K. for the Area
Dispersion Model Dispersion Model

Frequency Source level Frequency Source level
factor Low Medium High factor Low Medium High

FI 1 6.391 2.604 1.171 FIl -1.492 -0.419 0.885
F12 6.075 3.219 1.034 F12 -1.724 -0.827 0.427
F13 5.925 3.352 0.600 F13 -1.712 -1.082 0.327
;14 5.800 3.128 0.647 F14 -1.682 -1.138 0.251
F21 7.778 1.044 -30.801 F21 -1.592 0.493 19.537
F22 6.843 2.668 -13.820 F22 -1.600 -0.305 7.981
F23 6.245 2.995 -9.381 F23 -1.619 -0.630 6.243
F24 5.893 2.886 -6.275 F24 -1.624 -0.804 4.250
F31 7.398 -0.743 -18.380 F31 -0.872 1.217 3.978
F32 7.256 0.864 -44.510 F32 -1.241 0.635 20.894
F33 6.976 0.0 0.0 F33 -1.433 0.0 0.0

Table 1.4 Coefficients h, for the
Area Dispersion Model
Frequency Source level
factor Medium High
Fll -0.111 -0.284
F12 -0.053 -0.230
F13 -0.007 -0.216
F14 0.0 -0.232
F21 -0.228 -3.117
F22 -0.134 -1.226
F23 -0.094 -1.124
F24 -0.070 -0.821
F31 -0.279 0.0
F32 -0.230 -2.654
F33 0.0 0.0
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Calculated load per area, process, and pollutant Heff is effective stack height derived from the
combination formula:

Output Heff = d +H ( + 2.45 V -D2 T T) (2)

All of the results below are calculated for the area where
under consideration. T <55

Intermediate results 5 T )
* Annual load per pollutant for low-level sources or from
* Annual load per pollutant for medium-level Hff Hd +382.45( V3) D2Ts 3

sources Us T

* Annual load per pollutant for high-level sources where
* Annual average concentration per pollutant for (2.4s. V, D2LL > 55k+

low-level sources
* Annual average concentration per pollutant for

medium-level sources Vs is exit gas velocity; D is stack internal diameter; Hd
* Annual average concentration per pollutant for = H where V/LIS 3 1.5 or, where Vs /Us < 1.5,

high-level sources. v'

Results d =U+2.D 4 .l.5)

• Total annual average concentration per pollutant
* Approximate local maximum concentration per Ts is exit gas temperature; and Ta is ambient tempera-

pollutant. ture.

In equation (1), functions Rhoz(x) and Rhoy(x)
Point source are determined by the following parameters:

Model equations

In the DSS/IPC system, a simple gaussian dispersion Area roughness Z0

model is employed to assess the maximum ground- Atmospheric stability classes S
level impact from point sources. This model should Effective stack height Heff
be used for large sources outside urban areas, as well Where Heff < 10 (case 1) or Hef > 100 (case 3), func-

as for selected ones within urban areas in cases where tions Rho are calculated as:

such sources are expected to contribute to high local

air pollution concentrations. '3Rho,(x)= 1.431 a I (4)

For each pollutant j, the model determines l.3Rho 5 (x)= I 0Zoo53( S ol) C,Xd (5)

ground-level concentrations 'Cusx for various wind

speeds U at 10 m above the ground and different sets where coefficients a, b, c, and d depend on atmospheric

of feasible atmospheric (Pasquill) stability classes S stability class, as shown in Tables 1.5 and 1.6.
and distances x according to the formula:

Heff N Where 10£ H, £100 (case 2), functions Rho are

cus = lo, - * , eo() (1) calculated by interpolation of cases 1 and 3:
Cusl~~~) =1 Qir. Rho, (x) -Rho, (x) 2H-1

2Rho, (x)='Rho, (x) + 'ff (Rho (x)-'Rho, (x)) (6)
where Q is pollutant j load per point source and Us 100-10

is wind speed at stack height H calculated as Us = U(H/ H -10

10)P, where p is determined by atmospheric stability ' 2 Rho 5 (x)=Rho 5 (x)+ _ (CRho5 (x)-Rho 5(x)) (7)
class, as follows:

Atmospheric stability class S For every pollutant j, the model calculates

0.l0 0.10 0.16 0.16 0.30 0.30 ground-level concentrations iC for the following
set of distances x (in meters):
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Table 1.6 Coefficients for Formulas (4) and (5) for H,f < 10 Constants/calculated values
Atmospheric stability class a b c d Set of distances

A 0.527 0.865 0.28 0.90 Set of possible wind speed/stability class com-
B 0.371 0.866 0.23 0.85 binations
C 0.209 0.897 0.22 0.80
D 0.128 0.905 0.20 0.75 Output
E 0.098 0.902 0. 15 0.73 All the results below are calculated for each
F 0.065 0.902 0.12 0.67 point source.

Intermediate results
Table 1.7 Coefficients for Formulas (4) and (5) for Hf > I 00 None

Atmospheric stability class a b c d
A 0.40 0.91 0.41 0.91 results
B 0.40 0.91 0.41 0.91 Approximate local maximum concentration
C 0.36 0.86 0.33 0.86 per pol-
D 0.32 0.78 0.22 0.78 lutant
E 0.31 0.71 0.06 0.71 The wind speed, stability class, and distance
F 0.31 0.71 0.06 0.71 at which the maximum occurs

100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500, 750, 1,000, 1,250, General notes on water models

1,500, 2,000, 3,000, 4,000, 5,000, 7,500, 10,000, 15,000, The discharge load of a substance into a body of wa-
20,000 ter is calculated as the sum of the contributing loads

and for the following possible combinations of from the areas discharging into that body of water.
wind speeds and atmospheric stability conditions Areas can discharge varying proportions of their
(marked *): generated pollution loads into various bodies of wa-

ter. Within an area some industries might

Wind speed (mls) discharge into one body of water and oth-
Atrnospheric stability class 1 2 3 5 10 er industries into other bodies of water.

A The user must identify these percentages

c and specify them in the Load Contribu-
D * * tion to Water Bodies window.
E For both lake and river conservative

Fmodels, only substances assigned pollut-
ant class 1 or 2 are used.

The resulting values for)Cusx are compared. The
highest value indicates both the most adverse situa- Rver conservative
tion and its conditions (distance from the source x, Model equations
wind speed U, and atmospheric stability class S).

For each pollutant j assigned stability class 1 or 2, the

Input model first calculates the discharge load Bf (in grams

UIser defined per second) from the calculated substance load L. (in

Area roughness tons per year)
Point source characteristics L.106

Physical stack height 36524L360 (1)
Stack internal diameter
Exit gas velocity or exit gas volume and then calculates the concentration of conservative
Exit gas temperature (in degrees Kelvin) pollutant j after discharge C. (in milligrams per liter):
Ambient temperature (in degrees Kelvin)
Pollutant load per point source (in kg/s) C, =j B (2)
Selected wind speed/stability class combina- Q=cjO

tions
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where C0o is the initial concentration of the pollutantj L =. (L + ) (5)
(in milligrams per liter) and Q is the river average flow a e e 1 + O.O02(T7-20)) ' Q)
rate (in cubic meters per second). where Lo is river background BOD concentration in

Input milligrams per liter (concentration just before the dis-

User defined charge point, determined by BOD analysis); T. is tem-
River flow rate perature for background BOD analysis (in degrees
Initial concentration of each pollutant in the wa- Celsius); to is number of days for background BOD
ter body analysis; and Lq is river BOD load (in grams per sec-

ond, g/sec). Finally, Xm is the distance from the dis-
Calculated by area or industry charge point where critical oxygen deficit occurs:

Calculated load for pollutants in all areas

Output X~ = K2vinKI K2 .(Kf2 K) Da) (6)

Intermediate results
Discharge load of a substance into the river where D is the initial DO deficit (Da = Cs - Ca); C is

Results river initial oxygen concentration (in milligrams per
The concentration of the conservative substance liter, mg/l); and C. is oxygen saturation concentra-
(pollutant]j) tion at temperature T (in mg/I):

River BOD Cs = 9.1 se 0023(T-20) (7)

Model equatons
Input

The model calculates D (the critical DO deficit after User defined
the discharge point) by the formula: River depth

K, _( x ) River widthD, = .L.e (1) River volume/average flow rate
K2

River initial oxygen concentration
where K is the BOD removal rate constant (per day) Water temperature (in degrees Celsius)
at temperature T (in degrees Celsius): Number of days (for BOD analysis)

Temperature (for BOD analysis)

K, = 0.23 eo OT-20) (2) River BOD background concentration (for t, T )River BOD load in Y/S (optional)

K2 is the reaeration constant (per day) at temperature Constants/calculated values
T (in degrees Celsius): Oxygen saturation concentration value based on

temperature

v 0
.
67 (3) River BOD load in Y/S (optional)

H2 = 5. v 1SeO0
2

O> Output

H is the river depth (in meters), and V is the water Intermediate results
velocity in meters per second, determined as None

V= Q (4) Results
B. H Critical DO deficit (D)

where B is the river width (in meters) and Q is river
average flow rate (in cubic meters per second). River coliform count

The value La used in equation (2) is the concen- Model equation
tration of BOD5 right after the discharge point, calcu- Using the number of days since discharge, the water
lated as: temperature, the coliform die-off rate, and the initial
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number of coliforms per 100 milliliters (ml), the mod- Calculated by area/industry

el calculates the coliform count N (per 100 ml): Calculated load for pollutants in all areas

N = N e-(K,o l 075sT-)t (1) Output

All results below are calculated for the lake under

... . ~~~~~~~consideration.
where Ni is the initial number of coliforms per 100
ml; Kb2O is coliform die-off rate constant per day at 20° Intermediate results

Celsius; T is actual temperature (in degrees Celsius); Discharge load of a substance into the lake

and t is time since discharge (in days) Results

Input Concentration of the conservative substance (pol-

User defined lutant)

River coliform die-off rate constant at 200 Celsius
Time since last discharge (in days) Lake phosphorus (pollutant a PX)

Water temperature (in degrees Celsius) Model equations

Initial number of coliforms per 100 ml The model first calculates the critical phosphorus load

Constants/calculated values L, (in milligrams P per m2 a year) above which

None eutrophication conditions begin to develop:

Output

Intermediate results L-=0I .i-(l+ 2 (1)
None A Q

Results where Q, is annual inflow rate (in cubic meters per

Coliform count year), A is lake area (in square meters), and Z is lake

mean depth (in meters).
Lake conservative The model then determines the maximum an-
Model equations nual discharge of phosphorus B (in tons per year):

For each pollutantj assigned stability class 1 or 2, the
model calculates concentration of the conservative B= . (2)
substance in the lake C f (in milligrams per liter) from B = 109 A

the material-balance equation:
In the output window, the user can compare this max-

C, = c.i -(I + Q, (I) imum annual value with actual PX discharge load,
,Q_) calculated according to percentages of load contribu-

where Q. is total inflow of water volume (in cubic tion to water bodies.

meters per year); Q, is water volume lost by evapora- Input

tion (in cubic meters per year), and Cj. is background User defined
(inflow) concentration of the pollutantj in the lake (in Lake area
milligrams per liter).

The value for C.. is determined by the total load
of the pollutant Bj (in tons per year) and total inflow Lake annual inflow rate

volume: Output

Cp. = 109l B (2) Intermediate results

Critical phosphorus load for the lake

Input Results

User defined Maximum annual discharge load of phosphorus

Lake annual inflow rate above which eutrophic conditions may begin to

Lake evaporation volume develop
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Cost analysis 2. Contributing list
Choosing priorities for pollution control All contributing processes are shown per pollutant.

The cost analysis function must be started from the Within the media type Air, a process is identified by

menu bar with the Window I CostAnalysis/What-if... area, ISIC, process title, and process description. With-

option. The cost analysis is done according to media in media type Water, a process is identified by water

type (water or air). It leads a user through the follow- body, area, ISIC, process title, and process descrip-

ing steps: tion. Industries or processes contributing to the am-

bient levels of selected priority pollutants are
1. Priority list identified and prioritized according to their relative

contributions, expressed as a percentage. It should be

Priority list stressed that at this stage of the analysis, the system
I Priority list shows contributions of different processes to the am-

bient concentrations of selected pollutants, not just to

Contributing list by the emissions levels as was done earlier, at the stage
Contributing list byoflacluatns

priority pollutant ~of load calculations.
2 priority pollutant

3. Cost list
Cost list of relevant control A list of selected processes and their cleaner alterna-

3 measures by contributor tives, comprising both control measures and
controlled processes, is shown to enable the cost-ef-

fectiveness analysis of all pollution abatement options.
A^mbient concentrations of pollutants are listed and Tecs scluae n rsne o ahcn
compared with the accepted health guidelines when trolled process or control measure. The cost list con-

the latter are available (see Health Guidelines, below).
The percentage above the limit value is calculated, tains such fields as area description and ID, water

together with the critical load and excess load for the body description and ID (for water pollutants), pol-
pollutants surpassing these values. lutant description and ID, industry description and

Critical pollution load is defined here as the thresh- , and process description and ID. It also has fields
old load beyond which additional pollution load leads for displaying remaining pollution loads; pollution
to the adopted ambient quality standards/limit val- loads that can be removed by each reduction mea-

sure or controlled process linked to the base process;
ues being exceeded.

Annual excess pollution load is defined here as the the annualized total cost of controls; the cost of pollu-

pollution load discharged in excess of the critical pol- ton control per unit of pollution removed; and the
lution load, long-run marginal costs.

A user can concentrate the cost analysis on the LRMCgraph
pollutants whose loads exceed the critical loads. Since

not all pollutants have established limit values, the The LRMC-Across processes button shown at the bot-
system will not estimate critical and excess loads for tom of the window can be used to open a new win-

all of them, and it is up to the user's judgment to dow that shows a graph and a corresponding schedule

choose a final list of priority pollutants, drawing on of the long-run marginal costs within a selected pro-

environmental epidemiologic and toxicological stud- cess group or across all analyzed processes.

ies.
The selection of pollutants for further analysis Wv/HAT-IFanalysis

of control options is made by clicking on the check With the check boxes in the first column, a cleaner

box in the first column next to the targeted pollutant. alternative process can be selected. The Re-analyze

With the Next button shown at the bottom of the cost button shown at the bottom of the window can be used
window, a user can continue the cost analysis by iden- to run the load and model calculations for the alter-
tifying industries, areas, and contributing processes. native production processes or controls proposed. As
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a result, a new priority list is generated, and the cost N (water) = number of stables or chicken

analysis can be restarted. The column 'Old ID" will farms
always show the originally active Process ID at the N (air) = number of animals.
start of the analysis. Example: for a chicken farm producing 120

The Back button will return to the second step chickens per year, with 30 days being the

of the cost analysis. average life of a chicken, the average number
of chicken sources is 10 for air and I for

Cost calculation water.
3. For air emissions caused by transport, N is

One general cost format per polluting source is used: equalt e numer of veils.equal to the number of vehicles.
4. In ISIC 9200 (municipal services), the

Cost.[l, V] = UNIT * R * {A + B * ([F, p]/N)c + D * ([F, population served by sewers is used in
PN TE* L[P]/N}- calculating water discharges, but for the cost

P]/N) * T + E * POL*- [F, P11N). calculations the number of sources is the
number of sewage treatment plants to be

The general format can be used for investment/ capi- built. The default value of N is 1.
tal (I) costs, as well as operating/variable costs (V). All costs functions are standardized for 1990 U.S. con-
An I/V flag in front of the formula in the data file ditions.
signifies which of the two is appropriate. A control cost consists of cost type/cost unit

The general format can be used for costs that are combinations for which constants are defined.
dependent on the volume of wastewater or waste air The format UNIT is a specific parameter for
(F), as well as for costs that depend on the volume of which costs have to be taken into account. UNITs are
production (P). An F/P flag in front of the formula in described in detail in the cost formulas. A UNIT can
the data file signifies which cost type is appropriate. be a cost ratio (such as LU, EU, or MU for labor, ener-
When the formula uses P, the annual production lev- gy, or material costs ratios) or an amount of money
el of the specific process (in units of production per (U.S. dollars) for a good that is consumed. The user
year) is taken by the costs model as the value for P. can modify the UNIT costs and ratios that apply to
When the model needs to calculate costs on the basis the whole study in the Study[Infol drop-down win-

of F (mn3/hr), F is calculated from: dow. If ratios differ by area within the study, these

can be specified in the Inputdef [Area] window. Local
F = V * P/T costs should be compared with 1990 U.S. costs. In sit-

where F is hourly waste volume (m3 /hr); V is waste uations where many materials and equipment have
volume per unit of production (m3 /unit); P is annual to be imported, values for the general cost ratio, GU,
production (units of production/yr); and T is annual and MU will be higher than 1.0.
production hours (hr/yr). The general cost ratio, GU, is used when specific

Default values for V and T are included in the information is not available for material, labor, and
database. They can be changed by a user in the Input- energy costs. A study-specific GU is determined rela-
def [Process] window. tive to the overall 1990 U.S. cost indexes. A working

The following guidelines for estimating N, the cost index formulation applicable to GU is 0.4 * MU +
number of sources, apply: 0.4 * LU + 0.2 * EU.

1. In general, the number of sources is one per When costs for pollution control are calculated,

production unit. Production units can be the model adds up all the investment-related costs
process installations, fuel-burning
processinstallations, wasteincinerators, hoCost.(l) to estimate the total investment costs INV,
installations, waste incinerators, hotels, I o

restaurants, or hospitals. As a rule, the per source of polluting process, and it adds up all the
variable costs Cost.(V) to calculate the total variable

number of sources is the number of I
installations that would be necessary to costs VARtO, per source of polluting process.
control a polluting process. Total annual costs per Process ID are calculated

2. Intensive farming (ISIC I 1I0) has different as:
definitions for N for air and water ANNUAL,, =N -{ANNUITY(INVU,,,,RATE,DEPREC)+VAR,,, }
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where RATE is the local interest rate and DEPREC is The algorithm for calculating long-run marginal
the depreciation time in years. costs for controlling a selected pollutant in one area

ANNUITY = JNV~, . 1 I RATE EPREC or water body is as follows:
I - (I + RATE)-'EP t Step 1

The costs of pollution control are calculated and Within each process group, sort all processes in as-

presented in the cost list as total costs and cost per cending order of pollution load removed.

ton of individual pollutant removed. Control costs are Step 2

calculated for each process. They affect one, several, Wit d f th
or al polutnts ssoiate wit th proess Thiishin each process group, identify te existing pro-

or all pollutants associated with the process. This is cess. Exclude from further calculations all alternative
reflected only in the column "Pollution removed." The

processes with smaller or equal load reduction rela-
same control cost appears for each pollutant removed. tive to the existing process If among the remaining

Control costs are not additive for different pollutants. alternative processes are some with equal load reduc-

If the quantities removed differ for various pollutants, tion, exclude those with greater total annual costs. If
the differences are reflected in the cost per ton of pol- the costs are equal as well, leave the first of those pro-
lutant removed. A control cost might appear uneco- cesses. All further steps apply only to the remaining
nomical if considered on the basis of tons of one type alternative processes.
of pollution removed, but it may be highly effective if
one considers the entire range of pollution affected Step 3

by the proposed measure. Within each process group, execute the following cal-
Good housekeeping and waste prevention pro- culations for each alternative process from a subset

grams may have beneficial economic effects on the of those processes that are left after completing steps
productivity of the industry beyond their effects on I and 2 (starting with the next process after the exist-
pollution reduction. ing process in the subset):

All these effects have to be considered by the a Subtract the total costs for the previous process-
analyst outside the DSS/IPC system, using the results reduction measure combination from the total
of the computerized analysis as the starting point for costs for the current process-reduction measure
an educated interpretation of the options available to combination and enter the result as change in costs.
policymakers. * Subtract the pollution load removed for the previ-

ous process-reduction measure combination from

Long-run marginal cost (LRMC) calculation the pollution load removed for the current pro-
cess-reduction measure combination and enter the

Processes are identified by a four-character Process result as change in pollution removed.
ID, built as follows: * Divide the change in costs by the change in pollu-

A Process title tion removed to calculate the marginal costs for
each alternative process (i.e., for each process-re-
duction measure combination other than the ex-

AAUA Base (uncontrolled) process isting process).

AAXA Cleaner (controlled) process Note: The above procedure for calculating change in
Reduction measures are associated with both costs for a process group is based on the assumption

base and cleaner processes. All available combinations that a set of alternative processes allows for a multi-

of processes and reduction measures for controlling stage development of pollution abatement facilities
the same pollutant(s) are alternatives that constitute though subsequent upgrading of existing facilities
a process group. Within a process group, the combi- with a corresponding adjustment (decrease) in the
nation of a process and a reduction measure actually costs of superior controls. Although the assumption
applied in a study area is called the existing process; is generally valid for alternative control measures pro-
any other combination of a process with a reduction vided in the DSS/IPC system, exceptions are possi-
measure is an alternative process. ble in the context of specific studies. For example, the
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assumption (and thus the algorithm) does not apply lected in the contributing list (also called "efficient
when the existing process incorporates a control mea- processes").

sure for a specific air pollutant (e.g., nitrogen oxides) Note: For the Air mode, all efficient alternatives (pro-
and a user analyzes control options for another air cess-reduction measure combinations) for controlling
pollutant (e.g., total suspended particulates or sulfur' ~~~~~~~~~~a pollutant within each area are presented. For the
dioxide) that are not alternatives to the existing pro- Water mode, all efficient alternatives (process-reduc-
cess. It is the user's responsibility to check whether tion measure combinations) for controlling a pollut-
the assumption is justified in a specific case. If it is ant within each water body are presented.
not, the LRMC calculations should be reviewed out- Along the cost-efficient processes sorted in as-

side the system. (This note is relevant when the exist- cending order of LRMC, calculate the values of accu-
ing process is controlled or incorporates a control mulated costs and accumulated pollution load
measure.) removed by adding change in costs and change in

Step 4 pollution removed in the current row to the (accumu-

If, within a process group, an alternative process ex- lated) values in the previous row. In each row, the
ists that has higher marginal costs than the next alter- corresponding accumulated values represent the to-
native process (in ascending order of pollution load tal annual costs and the abated pollution load for a
removed), the first process should be discarded, and set of efficient processes comprising processes be-

the change in costs, change in pollution load removed, tween the first row and the current row.

and marginal costs should be recalculated as in step 3 Note: This set of efficient processes indicates a pro-
for each remaining alternative process. gram of pollution abatement measures that will

Note: A negative value of marginal costs for an alter- achieve the given level of pollution reduction at least
native process after a zero value for a process/reduc- cost across industries or pollution sources in the area

or watershed. (If this set includes several alternativetion measure combination will remove the latter, in (
line with the algorithm. processes from one process group, the superior pro-

This iteration procedure continues until only cess should be adopted.)
those altemative processes are left for which, in as- The results of this step are shown in a graph
cending order of pollution load removed, the m-targinal (LRMC-Across processes) for a given pollutant across

costs are also in ascending order. all ISICs and process groups:

When the above procedure has been completed, x-axis: accumulated pollution removed (tons/year)
the resulting process-reduction measure combina- y-axis: long-run marginal costs (US$/ ton)
tions are the efficient solutions for which the long-
run marginal costs are calculated. These efficient Beo Dh grah a grdio hw htcnan

r me exfitieng the information in the graph in tabular form. The ta-
solutions represent viable alternatives to the existing bles contains the rows from the costs list in Cost anal-
process.

ysis, with the efficient processes shown in the graph
Note: The alternative processes that were discarded sorted in the ascending order of LRMC. The table con-
in the foregoing steps will not have a value in the tains the columns as shown in the Cost analysis costs
"Long-run marginal costs" column. Rather, the text list, as well as columns for accumulated total costs
"discarded option" will be shown. The existing pro- and accumulated pollution load removed.
cess will not have a value for LRMC, either; the text

"existing process" will be shown in the LRMC Evaluation of pollutants in the DSS/IPC
column. Health guidelinesfor air and water pollutants

Step 5 The estimated ambient concentrations of air and wa-

Sort all efficient solutions (process-reduction measure ter pollutants generated by the DSS/IPC models are
combinations), identified above, across all ISICs/pro- compared with some target values that can be stored
cess groups by LRMC in ascending order. These are in the data file Pollutants. A number of default val-
the efficient alternatives for the existing processes se- ues that are provided by the DSS/IPC for air and
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water pollutants are largely based on WHO health For many processes, it is difficult to establish

guidelines. In a few cases where WHO limit values accurate emission factors for hazardous components

are not available, values originating from national and in the waste streams in order to determine whether

international institutions are given. For air pollutants, the total waste is hazardous. For example, the rejects

annual and hourly limit values can be provided; for of metal ore mines will most likely contain heavy

water pollutants, only annual limit values can be pro- metals. However, in many cases the concentrations

vided. Drinking water requirements are used in es- of these metals are low enough that the material can

tablishing limit values for water pollutants. All limit be regarded as nonhazardous. Therefore, the choice

values serve as a reference and can be changed by a was made to categorize the waste streams in the emis-

user for a particular study to reflect local ambient sions factor table according to a limited number of

quality standards or a different use of water. Not all more or less general waste types and to give, in the

pollutants are assigned default limit values in the title of the process or sometimes in footnotes, specific

DSS/IPC. Table 1.8 presents the limit values contained information about the components in the waste that

in the DSS/IPC, with their sources. might require identification of the waste as hazard-

ous.
Hazardous wastes As a tool for identifying identification of poten-

Material generated by society is defined as waste if tial hazardous wastes, a comprehensive list of activi-
no proper use can be identified or if the material has ties likely to create hazardous waste is provided in

Table 1.8 Default limit values in the DSS/IPC
Annual Hourly Source

Air pollutants (pg/mr3 )

Ammonia 180 2,700 RIVM
Carbon monoxide 3,300 30,000 WHO
Fluoride (hydrogen fluoride) 20 RIVM
Hydrogen sulfide ISO WHO
Lead I WHO
Nitrogen oxides 150 400 WHO
Particulates, total 75 WHO (average of 60-90)
Particulates < 10 50 WHO (average of 40-60)
Sulfur dioxide 50 350 WHO
Water pollutants (mg/1)
Cyanide 0.07 WHO
Phenols 5.25 RIVM based on CEC/SCF
Note: RIVM, Dutch Institute for Health and Environment; WHO, World Health Organiza-
tion. The derivation of these values is explained in Annex A.

a zero or negative value. Most solid waste streamns Annex B. The list was published in 1991 as an addi-
should not be particularly hazardous. Still, all waste tion to the Hazardous Waste Act of the Netherlands.

streams need a proper destination, and some waste
streams require special attention because of potential Notes

contamination with hazardous substances. The nature
and the concentration of the hazardous components 1. An exception is "low-NOx burner" for ISIC 4101,
determine whether the total waste stream has to be iden- which is currently modeled as a reduction mea-

tified as hazardous. Hazardous waste is a risk to health sure.
and the environment, and exposure of the population 2. The air point source model is taken from Commit-

through water, food, and air has to be prevented. tee for Prevention of Disasters, The Netherlands,
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"Methods for the Calculation of Physical Effects" 1973). All the other models are taken from World

(1992). The river BOD model is from Huisman, Health Organization, "Management and Control

"Water, Contamination and Self-Purification" of the Environment," WHO/PEP/ 89.1 (1989).

(Technical University of Delft, The Netherlands,





Chapter 2

How to Operate the IPS System

Control flow diagram of the system tional and can be used to refine the outcomes of the

The DSS/IPC was developed to assist environ-men- calculations on availability.
tal managers in making decisions on pol-lution con- The control flow within the system is illustrated
trol in their communities. The decisions made using by Figure 2.1, page 20.
this system are based on consensus among groups in After all the study-specific data have been de-
the community that hold different views. DSS/IPC is fined, the pollutant loads or area pollution inventory
a tool for organizing technical information and an ac- can be evaluated. Load calculation implies the multi-
cepted methodology for selection of pollution control plication of the production values by the appropriate
interventions. For situations in which monitoring data emissions factors. The load calculations are used to
do not exist or are too costly to obtain, the DSS/IPC estimate ambient concentrations in the dispersion
includes an extensive database on which a prelimi- models.
nary analysis of the local situation can be performed. The pollutant concentration values are compared

The system is based on the assumption that tasks with health guidelines to identify (a) any hazards to
within the system are strictly separated. That is, the human health in a particular area and (b) industry-
input of all data is done within the input definition and location-specific least-cost solutions for reaching
(Inputdef) functions. Within these functions, the user acceptable ambient quality. Since concentration val-
can enter data in spreadsheet form. Although the user ues can be traced to the originating industrial pro-
can add and change data, with each new study a de- cesses, the cost analysis allows identification of the
fault database is created that contains the definition contribution of the specific processes to ambient lev-
of industrial processes according to ISIC number, the els of pollution, as well as alternative control mea-
pollutants and their stability class, and the general- sures and the corresponding investments.
ized values for emissions factors. These emissions fac- Within the system, all of the captured informa-
tors associate specific technologies used in all sectors tion can be printed and exported to Microsoft Excel
of economic activity with emissions of pollutants in or other programs for further analysis.

each medium. On the basis of the analysis of the area
under study, a user enters area, river, and lake char- DSS/IPC desktop
acteristics; meteorological conditions (for air disper- Multiple document interface (MDI)
sion modeling); and the production values for The DSS/IPC system is designed as Microsoft Win-
inkdustrial processes in each specified area. Addition- dows 3.x-based software. It uses Multiple Document

al information, such as point source characteristics and Interface (MDI), which allows the user to perform
data on monitored loads and concentrations, is op- multiple tasks within a single application.

19
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Figure 2.1 Control flow in the DSS/IPC system
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The DSS/IPC desktop corresponds to a study. a Child window box

When the software is started, the main window with A double click closes the MDI-child window; a

menu bar, toolbar and status bar appears. Within this single click makes the standard MDI-child menu

window, also called the container window, multiple pop up.

smaller windows (MDI-child windows) can be open s Title bar
at the same time (see Figure 2.2). There is always one The title bar contains the title of the application
active window. (When no MDI-child windows are (or, in case of an MDI-child window, the title of
open, the container window itself is an active win- the window). Click the title bar and keep the left
dow.) The toolbar and the message and status bar, ast ~~mouse button down to drag the COntainer window
well as available commands in the menu bar, corre- to another location (or to drag the MDI-child win-
spond to the active window.sond toIthe iv window. , , dow to another location within the container win-

An MDI-child window represents one of the ac-
tive tasks the user is working on. The window may dow).

be maximized to take up the whole container win- * Menu bar
dow,resied t th necssar scae, r miimizd ~The menu bar contains all the top menu choices ofdow, resized to the necessary scale, or minimized as

an icon at the bottom of the container window. the system.
* Minimize button

Window elements and their description The Minimize button reduces the application or
an MDI-child window to an icon.

* System menu box * Maximize button

A double click closes the application; a single click The Maximize button enlarges an iconed applica-

makes the standard system menu for the window tion to full-screen size or enlarges an MDI-child

pop up. window to the full size of the container window.
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Figure 2.2 Window layout

DSS/IPC desktop with several MDI-child windows (active window is on top)
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* Resize child window through the menu bar. The toolbar contains but-

The Resize child window button resizes the MDI- tons representing the functions that are available

child window to its original size before it was maxi- at the current state. If a button is grayed out, its

mized. function is not available to the active window; if it

* Application toolbar is displayed in black or color, its function is avail-

The Application toolbar contains all application able to the current active window. The toolbar can

buttons. It can be used for quick access to a num- be displayed or hidden, using the Toolbar option

ber of frequently used functions that are accessible from the Options menu.
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* Container window
The container window is the area in which MDI- one line up
child windows can be displayed. /one window up

* Message and status bar ./keep left mouse
The message and status bar contains all informa- .-. button pressed and* Message and status~~~ ~ ba moveeup ler mouse
tional, prompt, and error messages. In addition, move up or down
the name of the current study is displayed, along * one window down
with the status of the Numlock, Capslock, and In- one line down
sert/Overstrike keys.

* Fixed columns are found in the spreadsheets used
Windows basic techniques with the Window Inputdef functions. These col-

It is assumed that DSS/IPC users have basic knowl- umns (usually two) contain the identification of a
row. When the spreadsheet is scrolled horizontally,

edge of Windows 3.x operations and techniques. Some tefxdclmsrmi npsto ota h
information on windows, menus, the keyboard, and

' ' ~~~~~user can see how the information in the other col-
other information about Microsoft Windows can be

umns relates to the rows.
found in the Help file of the Program Manager. The Resizing width and height allows the width of each
section on Keyboard options is especially useful in column and the height of each row to be resized
operating Windows. as the user prefers. When the mouse pointer is

moved across the border between two rows or
MENU BASICS

columns, the shape of the mouse pointer changes
A menu can be opened by clicking on the menu icon as follows:
and selecting the desired item from the drop-down
menu. A more efficient procedure is to click a menu . +
option, keep the left mouse button down, and walk
through all the available menu options. When the left When the mouse pointer appears as above, press
mouse button is released, the option on which it is the left mouse button, keep it down, and move the
positioned will be activated. mouse either vertically to change the height of a

As an alternative to the mouse, shortcuts can be row or horizontally to change the width of a col-
used from the keyboard. Use the Alt key together with umn. When the left mouse button is released, the
the underlined character in the desired menu option height or width will retain the new size.
to select that option. Row and column selection allows the user to select a

Sometimes arrows or dots are displayed in ad- complete row, by clicking in the gray cell at the
dition to the menu option text. These symbols have far left of the row, or to select a complete column,
the following meanings: by clicking in the gray cell at the very top of the

column (the column header). The complete row
Arrow A submenu will follow when this option is

selected. or column will be highlighted.

Three dots A dialogue introducing additional options
will follow when this option is selected. Dynamic and static input tables

In the DSS/IPC, data input can be done by the user
SPREADSHEET OPERATnONS only in the spreadsheets within Inputdef windows.

In the DSS/IPC, most information is presented to the There are two types of these spreadsheets: dynamic
user in the spreadsheet format. The following are some and static tables.
of the spreadsheet characteristics and features used A dynamic input table is a spreadsheet with a vari-
in DSS/IPC windows. able number of rows. Rows can be deleted from the
* Scroll bars are displayed to the right of the spread- spreadsheet, and new rows can be added at the bot-

sheet if the spreadsheet contains more rows than tom of the spreadsheet. This kind of table is used be-
can be displayed on the screen. The rows of the cause the number of entries in the table is not known
spreadsheet can be scrolled as illustrated: in advance. The tables contain information that is lat-
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er used for building up static input tables. (Some in- clicked-on entries will be added to the list of ap-

put tables contain default data that can be amended plicable values.

by the user.)
A static input table is a spreadsheet with a fixed * Drop-down list box

number of rows. It is used for filling in values for a
predefined structure of data. On the basis of user se- Media: Water Effluent

lection in the drop-down list box(es) at the top of the
windo, row in sch tale ae filed wih thedataA drop-down list box is a special type of input fieldwindow, rows in such table are filled with the datainwchasltonanbmdefmafxdst

in which a selection can be made from a fixed set
from dynamic tables.

of values. There are three ways to select a value:
I. Type the first character of the desired value. If

more than one value exists with the same first

Within the DSS/IPC dialogue boxes, it is sometimes character, enter additional characters until

necessary to use the following features: the desired value is shown in the field.
2. Use the up arrow, down arrow, page up, and

• Check box page down keys to scroll through the list
values.

-' -~ - - - -- 3. Use the button on the right of the field to
pe =Tiiiio- <open the list with all available values; then

select the desired one by clicking it with the
A check box within the DSS/IPC system has two se.

mouse.
possible values: it is either checked (with a cross)

or empty. The user can toggle the value of the DSS/IPC menu commands
check box by clicking either the box or the associ-

This section describes DSS/IPC functions that are
ated text string, available from the application menu bar and the re-

spective submenus. Six top-level choices are available
* Spin button directly from the menu bar: File, Selected, Edit, Op-

tions, Window, and Help. Selecting any of these items
SIRW IWr# *W drops down a menu with several functions or sub-

menus. For the purpose of description below, such
A spin button is always related to an input field. functions and submenus are divided into logical

The user can specify an integer value in the text groups, which often, but not always, correspond to

field but can also use the spin button to increase separators (horizontal dividing lines in the menus).

or decrease the current value from the text field.

Fileftinctions
* Multiple-selection field Functions available through the File option are logi-

cally grouped as follows:
* Study Handling functions
* Print functions

A multiple-selection field contains a list of entries l Export/ Import functions

that can be selected separately to yield a list of ap- * Calibrate functions

plicable values. Clicking an entry from the list se-

lects it as the only applicable value. When an entry STUDY HANDLiNG FUNCTIONS

is clicked while holding down the Ctrl key, that The Study Handling functions must be started from

entry is added to the list of applicable values. the menu bar by selecting the File option. The Study

When entries are clicked while holding down the Handling functions are New, Open, Close, Copy, Info,

Shift key, all entries on the list between the two and Remove. Each function is discussed below.
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The highest abstraction level within the system The Close function may be started from the menu

is that of the study. Within a regional study in one or bar with the option File I Close or from the tool bar

several areas, data can be stored, updated, deleted, with the Study Close button. This function closes the
analyzed, and reported. Because of this level of ab- desktop and all its windows.

straction, special functions are offered for handling User verification is asked for each window where

studies, as follows. changes have been made. Confirmation (pressing the

OK button) saves the changes. Canceling Save Chang-

NEW es for a window will cancel the Study [Close] action.

023This button closes the current study (if one is open) Quitting the application will result in the same user

and starts a completely new study. verification dialogue if windows are being edited.

The New function may be started from the menu
bar with the option File I New or from the toolbar COPY

with the Study New button. The Copy function must be started from the menu

A dialogue box Study [New] appears in which a bar with the option File I Copy. A dialogue box Study
new study name and the other general study attributes [Copy], identical to Study [New], will appear where

are entered. (Entering this information is man- the current study name and the other general at-

datory.) tributes are shown. New attributes should be entered

Validation consists of a check to determine in these fields. Confirmation (pressing the OK but-

whether the study already exists. Confirmation (by ton) instructs the system to make a copy of the cur-

pressing OK) instructs the system to place a copy of rent study database in a new study database and to

the default database in the new study database and open the new study database

to open the new study database. If a study is open
before this action begins, that study will be closed
automatically. If a study is open and the action is can-

celed, the original study remains open. The Info function must be started from the menu bar
with the option File I Info. A dialogue box appears

OPEN in which the study-related attributes can be modified.

Thisbutton opens an existing study. A drop-down Confirmation results in the model-related study at-
tributes being saved to the study database.

list box is presented in which a user must choose from v
all existing studies. The File I Info option can be activated only

The Open function may be started from the menu when an existing study is already open.

bar with the option File I Open or from the toolbar The cost parameters in this dialogue are the val-

with the Study Open button. ues used in calculating costs within the study. For

A dialogue box Study [Open] appears from certain parameters, it is possible to enter a specific

which an existing study can be selected. With the ex- value for each area in the Inputdef [Area] window.

ception of the study name, all general study attributes When no value is specified for that parameter in In-

can be modified. putdef [Area], the value specified in this dialogue is

Confirmation (pressing OK) opens the selected used.
study database. If a study is open before the action
begins, that study will be closed automatically. If a REMOVE

study is open and the action is canceled, the original The Remove function must be started from the menu

study remains open. bar with the option File I Remove. A dialogue box

CLOSE Study [Remove] appears in which confirmation is
asked for removal of the active study. Confirmation

[i This button closes the current study, i.e., the most results in the removal of all associated data from the

recently opened study that resides on the user's desk- hard disk. After confirmation, the removed material

top. cannot be recovered.
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The File I Remove action can be activated only database of the current study. Exact file formats are
when an existing study is already open. specified in the DSS/IPC file formats.

Printfunctions MomToREDLoAD...

PRINT Activated by selecting the File I Import I Monitored-

This button causes the contents of the active win- Load... option. Monitored load values specified in an
dow to be printed. Before printing starts, the user is ASCII file are checked for consistency and are read
asked to specify some printer characteristics. into the database of the current study. Exact file for-

The Print function can be started by using the mats are specified in DSS/IPC file formats.

Print button or through the menu bar by choosing File

I Print. The Print option allows selection of the target MONITOREDCONC..
printer and other printer-related choices. When OK is Activated by selecting the File I Import I Monitored-
selected, the contents of the active window will be Conc... option. Monitored concentration values spec-
printed. When an MDI-child window is open, the user ified in an ASCII file are checked for consistency and
is able to print the contents of the window. are read into the database of the current study. Exact

file formats are specified in DSS/IPC file formats.
PRTER SETUP...

The Printer Setup... function must be started from the STUY...

menu bar with the File I Printer Setup... option. This Activated by selecting the File I Import I Study...
option displays a Microsoft Windows dialogue for option. The Study function must be used to import a
configuring the active printer, with options such as previously exported study, either on the same PC or
portrait or landscape page orientation and selection on another PC, into the current system. This function
of the default printer. also opens the study so that the user can work with it.

Because of the width of most MDI-child win- See also File I Open function.
dows, it is generally best to print in landscape orien- Note: If a study was not previously exported
tation. through the DSS/IPC export function (see below) but

was saved as an [study_namel.mdb file, the follow-
Export/Import functions ing procedure will restore the study in the DSS/IPC:
Import (a) keep the [study_namel.mdb file in a drive/direc-

The Import functions must be started by selecting the tory different from DSS/ IPC; (b) open a new study in
File I Import option from the menu bar. The File I the DSS/IPC with the same name; and (c) overwrite a

Import option leads to a submenu with four possible newly created [studynarel.mdb file in the DSS/IPC
choices: Production, MonitoredLoad, MonitoredConc, directory with the stored study file.
and Study. Note: The import files for Production, Monitored-

Each Import function leads to a common File Load, and MonitoredConc must be in ASCII format.

[Open) dialogue inwhich I r n n leadsrtofalcommonFile When creating these files with software such as Mi-
[Open] dialogue in which an import file name must crofExe,ueSvAsSCITtwhnaig
be chosen. The default import directory and exten- the file.
sion are taken from the preferences (see Preferences Warning: The import process for Production
function). The following Import functions with their MonitoredLoad, and MonitoredConc will import cor-
dialogue window titles are found in the DSS/ IPC sys- rtntres and wlrjtorec ies import-

tem. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~rect entries and will reject incorrect entries. Reimport-
ing a corrected import file will result in messages that

PRODUCTION.. the previously correct entries already exist. A possi-
ble bypass is to export the complete study before us-

Activated by selecting the File I Import I Produc- ing one of these import functions. If incorrect, the
tion... option. Production values specified in an ASCII study can be removed and reimported in the initial
file are checked for consistency and are read into the state.
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Export File (Save] dialogue, entitled Export to Excel, in which

The Export functions must be started by selecting the an export file name can be chosen. The default export
File I Export option from the menu bar. A submenu directory and extension are taken from the preferenc-
appears with three possible choices: to GIS, current es (see Preferences function).

Study, and Window to Excel. The Window to Excel
can also be started from the toolbar with the Export Calibratefnctions
button. Each choice is discussed below. Calibrate functions must be started from the menu

bar with the option File I Calibrate. They are appli-
To GIS... cable to emissions factors (to adjust the results of load

Selecting the File I Export I to GIS... option leads to inventory) and to density factors (to adjust the results
a File [Save] dialogue in which four file names, as of the areawide air dispersion model).

well as the export directory, extension, and drive, can EFAcToR

be specified. The default export directory and exten-
sion are taken from the preferences (see Preferences The calibration of emissions factors must be started
function). File I Export I to GIS... will export the fol- from the menu bar with the option File I Calibrate I
lowing data files: areas, production per area, load per Emfactor. The emissions factors for all relevant pol-
area, and concentrations per area. lutant/process combinations with monitored load will

be newly calculated with the following formula:

CURRENT STUDY New emission factor = monitored load / process

Selecting File I Export I current Study leads to a com- production value

mon File [Save] dialogue, entitled Study Export, in For a controlled process with a reduction mea-
which an export file name can be chosen. The default sure, the new emissions factor will also be divided by
extension of the export file is IPC. the corresponding reduction factor.

Note: Exporting a current study will export user- DENsEAcrOR

defined data as entered in the input definition func-
tions: Area, Production, MonitoredLoad, Lake, River, The calibration of density factors must be started from
Load Contribution to Water Bodies, WaterlnitialConc, the menu bar with the option File I Calibrate I Dens-
PointSource, and SourceData. User modifications to factor. The area density factors of all relevant area/
other data -for instance, emissions factors or reduc- pollutant combinations with observed concentration
tion factors -are exported optionally. will be newly calculated using the following formula:

Note: Extensive changes to the default database,
such as deleting or replacing processes and reduction " I observed concentration ,,/ 
measures, cannot be exported. To preserve such chang- -
es, the user has to copy the entire database (mdb) file r calculated concentration
for this study, [study_name].mdb, from the DSS/IPC n
directory to another drive or directory. To copy the
file onto a floppy disk, a compression utility such as in which n is the number of pollutants for which ob-
PKZIP may be needed. served concentration values are available.

WINDow TO EXCEL... Selectedfunctions

fEa This button exports the contents of the active win- ADD

dow to a file that can be read by Excel. The Add function must be started from the menu bar
This function must be started by selecting the with the Selected I Add option. The Add function is

File I Export I Window to Excel... option from the used in Inputdef windows only.
menu bar or from the toolbar with the Export button. When the Add function is used in dynamic In-

The contents of each active window can be ex- putdef windows, it moves the cursor to the bottom
ported to Microsoft Excel. This results in a common row, in which new data can be entered. If the cursor
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was already in the last row and the user enters any bar with the Selected I Sort option or by using the
data into this row, the function adds the current row Sort button on the toolbar. The Sort function causes
to the database. the current data set to be sorted using the selected

In static Inputdef windows, the Add function column. It is possible to select more than one column,
always results in the data being entered in the data- but only the left column will be used for sorting.
base and is equivalent to the Update function.

SCALING

UPDATE 03 This button starts the scaling dialogue when the

The Update function is used in Inputdef windows active window is a concentration model window.
only. The Update function must be started from the Calculated concentration values can be adjusted by
menu bar with the Selected I Update option. adding a value or by multiplying by a factor.

This function updates the current row of the da- The Scaling function, used to change a set of cal-
tabase. By default, the system causes an update of each culated concentration values, operates on the Model I
row in an Inputdef window as soon as the cursor is ] windows only. The Scaling function may be started
moved to another row in that same window. from the menu bar with the Selected I Scaling op-

tion or by using the Scaling button from the toolbar.
DELETE When the Scaling menu option is selected, a Scaling
M This button removes the selected row from the dialogue box appears with a detailed description ofThis button removes the selected row from theg

the desired scaling process. When the OK button isdatabase. User confirmation is requested first. If no the c ocenri vlen the Mod i
row is seected, a error wil occur.pressed, all the concentration values in the Model [ ]

row isDseleted, aunerror will occur. window are changed according to the user's specifi-
The Delete function isu i nami It- cation. The specified value is either added to or mul-

def windows only. The Delete function can be started tiplied by all the contained concentration values.
from the menu bar with the Selected/ Delete option t y
or with the Delete/Clear button from the toolbar. This INsERTLiNE
function removes the selected row from the database.
An error message appears if no row is selected. The This button makes a copy of the current line from
system will not permit selection and deletion of more the production window and inserts it right after the
than one row in a single operation. current line.

The InsertLine function can be activated only

CLEAR when the Inputdef [Production] or Inputdef [Moni-
toredLoad] window is active. The InsertLine function

leThis button clears user-entered data from the se- may be started from the menu bar with the Selected
lected row. If no row is selected, an error will occur. InsertLine option or by using the Insert line button

The Clear function is used in static Inputdef win- from the toolbar. The function is used to insert a copy
dows only. The Clear function can be started from the of the selected line within the static input table. This
menu bar with the Selected I Clear option or with is necessary when a certain process has production
the Delete/Clear button from the toolbar. This func- values for more than one reduction measure associat-
tion clears the input data from the selected row. An ed with that process. A copy of the selected row is
error message appears if no row is selected. The sys- inserted in the static input table.
tem will not permit selection and clearing of data from
more than one row in a single operation. Editfunctions

CUT

SORT E]This button cuts the selected text and copies it to

This button sorts the contents of the active win- the clipboard.
dow based on the selected column. If no column is The Cut function may be started with the Cut
selected, an error will occur. button from the toolbar or with the Edit I Cut option

The Sort function is used in Inputdef windows from the menu. This function deletes the selected text
only. The Sort function may be started from the menu from its original place and copies it to the clipboard.
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CoPY DEFAULTS..

N This button copies the selected text to the clip- The Defaults... function must be started from the menu
board. bar with the Options I Defaults... option.

The Copy function may be started with the Copy The Defaults... function is used to specify default
button from the toolbar or with the Edit I Copy op- values for a number of confirmation drop-down list
tion from the menu. This function copies the selected boxes in the system. This option is particularly con-
text to the clipboard but does not delete it from its venient when, for example, the user is inputting data
original location. for one area. Normally, the user has to select this area

each time a drop-down list box appears in an MDI-

PASTE child window. If the default for area is set in the De-
faults window, however, the system automatically

This button inserts the text from the clipboard at inserts the specified default value in the drop-down

the current cursor position. list box.
The Paste function may be started with the Paste Defaults can be specified for the following enti-

button from the toolbar or with the Edit I Paste op- ties within the system: area, media type, ISIC, river,
tion from the menu. This function pastes the clipboard and lake.
text at the current cursor position. The Clear defaults button will clear all selected

values. To clear just one value, click the correspond-
Optionsfunctions ing label to the left of the default drop-down box.
PRErERENCES....

The function must be started from the menu bar with TooLBAR

the Options I Preferences... option. It is used to tai- The Toolbar function must be started from the menu
lor the system to the user's own preferences. The fol- bar with the Options I Toolbar option. The toolbar
lowing options can be set: in the DSS/IPC includes the following buttons: De-
* Import file extension. In the Import [ ] dialogue lete/ Clear, Copy, Cut, Export (to Excel), Help, Insert

for importing files, the default extension for im- line, Paste, Print, and Sort.
port files will be set to the user's specified exten- With this option, the toolbar can be toggled on
sion. The default value is ASC. or off; when off, it is not visible at the top of the con-

tainer window, but all functions are still accessible
* Export file extension. In the Export to or Study from the menu.

Export dialogues for exporting files, the default
extension for export files will be set to the user's Window functions
specified extension. The default value is ASC.
Ipocift-d exptendireory. Ine tht dalgueis fo i The Window functions are intended to work on sepa-
Import-exping tandirex ortig fI the dealogult dieory i rate MDI-child windows. They are grouped into func-

fortlooing fnportfies wilese the .usereci- tions that arrange MDI-child windows on the desktop,
for looking for files will be set to the user's speci- oe e idw,adoe ubrdWno

fieddirctoy. Te dfaut vaue s C \.open new windows, and open a numbered Window
fiAsk onrupdate. When default row is Cha d in t List. The Window List choices allow the user to select

any of the open windows, making it visible on top of
Inputdef functions and the cursor is moved to an- the others and active. Each newly opened MDI-child
other row, the user is asked whether the current window is added to the Window List as it is created.
row should be updated in the database. Confir- 1. Window Arrangement functions. Functions in

mation can slow the process when large amounts this group are used to rearrange and organize the

of data are being inputted. When the Ask on up- user's desktop.
date option is set to No, the confirmation question 2. Show Window functions. When a user selects any
does not appear if the user leaves the row. function from this group, a corresponding new

* Show toolbar. When this option is set to Yes, the MDI-child window opens. (If the window was al-
system displays the toolbar with buttons at the top ready open, this command makes it active.) The
of the screen. To save space on the screen, it can group has several subgroups, with Inputdef func-
be set to No, and the toolbar will not be displayed. tions being the most numerous.
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Inputdef All Inputdef functions are designed simi- printed using the Print button at the top of the
larly, since their main purpose is to enable the user Report I window.
to enter data into the system. Each Inputdef [ ] win- 3. Window List. This group's contents are deter-
dow has zero to four drop-down list boxes in the mined by the number and titles of all open DSS/
header of the MDI-child window. In each drop- IPC windows.
down list box, the user must make a selection. If
all selections are made, or if there is no drop-down Window Arrangementfunctions
list box, the spreadsheet will be opened and filled TiLE HoRIzoNTAL

with the contents of a database table. The user can This function must be started from the menu bar with
add, change, and delete rows of data. In a dynamic the Window I Tile Horizontal option. It tiles all open
input table, rows can be added at the end of the windows horizontally, leaving space for icons at the
spreadsheet. In a static input table, the user has to bottom of the container window.
fill in the open spaces to add values to the data-
base. Rows can be updated in the database table TILE VERTICAL

by changing row values; by moving to another This function must be started from the menu bar with
row; or by using the Update function. With any of the Window I Tile Vertical option. It tiles all open
these actions, the current row will be updated in windows vertically, leaving space for icons at the bot-
the database with the new values. Rows can be tom of the container window.
deleted by selecting a row and activating the De-
lete function, either from the toolbar or from the CASCADE

menu. This function must be started from the menu bar with

the Window I Cascade option. It cascades all open
When an Inputdef [] window is opened and the windows.
spreadsheet is filled with data, several first col-
umns (usually two) remain on the screen when the ARRANGE ICONS

spreadsheet is scrolled horizontally. This function must be started from the menu bar with

Calculate. Functions in this group include Load and the Window I Arrange Icons option. It arranges all
icons on one line within the container window.Model options. These options lead to a dialogue ShwWnofncon

box in which the user has to specify which load or Sho Windawfunctions
models need to be calculated or displayed. When INPUTDEF FUNC77ONS

the dialogue box is closed with the OK button, The Inputdef functions are used to view, input, up-
calculation proceeds, and the results are presented date, and delete data. As with any window, Inputdef
in a spreadsheet format. (For further details, see [ I windows can be used to export data to Microsoft
the description of the Load and Model functions.) Excel. The following are the available Inputdef func-

tions:

CostAnalysis/What If... This subgroup contains only a ISIC
one function. The function brings up a dialogue a Process
box that ties to several specific windows. (For fur- * Pollutant/HealthGuidelines
ther details, see the description of this function, * Emfactor
below.) * Footnote

* ReductionMeasure
Report. The Report subgroup contains three op- * ReductionFactor
tions: Production, Pollution Load Inventory, and * ControlCost
Ambient Concentration. All three options lead to * Area
a dialogue box in which the user can specify what * Production
information has to be shown in the report. The OK * MonitoredLoad
button presents the report in a new MDI-child * Lake
window. The contents of the window can be * River
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* Load Contribution to WaterBodies An MDI-child window is shown with a dynamic in-
* WaterlnitialConc put table. The key field is Process ID.
* PointSource The DSS/IPC system contains default data for
* SourceData the prevailing technological processes included in the
* MonitoredConc list of industries in the default database. The process-

The first group of Inputdef functions (from ISIC es, which are unique for each ISIC and media type,
through ControlCost) enables the user to view and are stored within a hierarchy of process titles and ac-
modify the default data set that is distributed with tual industrial processes. The process titles can be
the DSS/IPC system. identified by a one- or two-character code.

The second group of Inputdef functions (from Processes can be added, changed, or deleted af-
Area through MonitoredConc) enables the user to ter a media type and ISIC have been selected from
enter study-specific data. the drop-down list box in the MDI-child window. If

Only the user-defined data entered in this last tedropo lstoxdint prochisd wndoweI
group of Inputdef functions will be exported when seethe laltheese
exporting a study.ontesrahe.

The Process ID is a one-, two- or four-character

IsIc code. When the Process ID is-a one- or two-character
code, it is actually a process title. Only when a Pro-

The International Standard Industrial Classification cess Is ctally a process tit regarded a an
(ISIC) is a standard four-digit code that is unique for actuaIrocentaThs meanscthat s a proess an

every industry. The ISIC function must be started from
the menu bar with the Window I Inputdef I ISIC contain an emissions factor associated with each rele-
option. An MDI-child window is shown with a three- vant pollutant and that the process can have produc-
column dynamic input table. The key field is ISIC. tion or monitored load values. The third character in

The DSS/IPC system contains default definitions the code indicates the type of process, as follows:

of ISIC based on 1986 UN values.
Industry Description is a field of 72 characters. U = base (uncontrolled)
Src Level, source level of emissions into the air, X = cleaner (controlled)

can have three possible values: low (L), medium (M), When the user introduces a new process as part
or high (H). These values can be selected from a drop- of the new study, the system checks to make sure that
down list. When the Src level field is active, a push- the Process ID is unique.
button is shown next to the field. The drop-down list Process Description is a descriptive field of 60 char-
will be shown when this push-button is clicked. The acters.
Src level values represent the stack height of the in- Src Level contains a choice list with three possi-
dustries concerned. The following values are used in ble values: low (L), medium (M), or high (H); see also
the classification: the Window I Inputdef I ISIC option. If an Src level

value is specified for a process, it will override the
Identification Full value Criterion default value corresponding to the ISIC in the data-

L Low <20 meters base.
Unit specifies the units of production in which

M Medium 20-100 meters the output of each process is measured. It is a text

H High > 100 meters field of maximum 50 characters.

Volume (m3 /unit of production) specifies the
Note: User modification in this Inputdef function emissions and effluents associated with the particu-

is optional for an exported study when using the File lar technological process, expressed in cubic meters
Export I current Study option. per unit of production. This is a very important pa-

rameter in the reconstruction of cost functions for the
PROCESS economic evaluation of alternative pollution controls.

The Process function must be started from the menu Annual Operation (hours/year) specifies the num-
bar with the Window I Inputdef I Process option. ber of operating hours per year characteristic of the
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industrial process. This parameter is also used in the meter for air and milligrams per liter for water. (For

construction of cost functions. solid waste, this field is irrelevant.)

Cost ID specifies the corresponding Cost func- Hrly.Avg.Guideline (?g/m3 ) specifies the hourly

tion (see the ControlCost function). peak health guideline in micrograms per cubic meter

The Footnote list reveals whether there are foot- for air. (For solid waste, this field is irrelevant.)

notes associated with modifiers of the emissions fac- Short-Term Local Max.Conc. (mg/l) specifies the

tors for a process. When this field is not empty, short-term local maximum concentration health

double-clicking it will pop up a window with the rel- guideline in milligrams per liter for water.

evant footnote text. (For more information, see Pol- Health guidelines can be added or changed with-

luting Processes, page XX.) in the Inputdef [Pollutant/HealthGuidelines] win-

Note: User modification in this Inputdef function dow. However, the user can delete health guidelines

is optional for an exported study when using the File only by removing the entire pollutant/health guide-

Export I current Study option. lines row from the database. To do that, the user must
first delete the emissions factors for this pollutant (see

POLLUTANTI/HEALTHG uDELINES Emfactor, below). For more information on the default
health guidelines, see Pollutants and Health Guide-

The Pollutant/HealthGuidelines function must be lieincatr1othsgd.
started from the menu bar with the Window I Input- .ne: User modfithi otis eu
def I Pollutant/HealthGuidelines option. An MDI-NoeUsrmdfctnofhiIpuefucindef Pllutnt/HalthGidelnes ption An DI- s optional for an exported study when using the File
child window is shown with a dynamic input table. i Eport f c n S tudy option.

The key field is Pollutant ID.

The DSS/IPC system contains default values for EmFACTOR

pollutants and health guidelines that are included
The Emfactor function must be started from the menu

every time a new study is started. Pollutants are
bar with the Window I Inputdef j Ernfactor option.

unique within media type. Pollutants can be added, A wnp

changed, or deleted after a media type is selected from and hp

the drop-down list box at the top of the MDI-child Table.
- . . . ~~~~~~~~~The DSS/IPC system contains default values for

window. If selected, the spreadsheet is filled with all emissions factors. They are included in the study each

corresponding pollutants, time a new study is started. Emissions factors are
Pollutant ID is a 10-character text field. It must

contain a nique idenification,unique within the combination of media type, ISIC,
contain a unique identification.prcs,adolunt

descrptive process, and pollutant.
Pollutant Description is a 40-character descriptiveEmissions factors can be added, changed, or

field. cleared from the table whenever the three drop-down

Stability Class contains an integer specifying the list boxes at the top of the MDI-child window are spec-
class of the pollutant. Within media type air, the val- ified. Process can be specified only if an ISIC is cho-

ues stand for: sen. In that case, the process drop-down list box is
Class Explanation filled with all processes within the selected ISIC. From

1 Stable the process list, only actual processes with a four-char-

2 Nonstable acter code can be selected. The other entries are for
3 Unstable reference purposes only.

Within media type water, the values stand for: Emissionsfactor is a factor that is related to a pro-

Class Explanation cess-pollutant combination. The multiplication of this

1 Conservative factor by the production value of a process gives the

2 Intermediate pollutant load.

3 Nonconservative Pollutant ID is a unique 10-character code. It can-

not be changed.
Ann.Avg.Guideline (?g/m3 ) specifies the annual Pollutant Description is a descriptive field of 40

average health guideline in micrograms per cubic characters. It cannot be changed.
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Em.Fact.(kg/unit of production) contains the sures that concern handling and maintenance of plant
emissions factor value. and equipment. (For more information, see Reduction

The Footnote list associates the relevant footnotes Measures in chapter 1 of this guide.)
with the emissions factor. Double-clicking this option The value in the ISIC field must be an existing
will make a window containing the relevant footnote ISIC code and should be selected from the drop-down
text pop up. list.

For more information, see Emissions Factors in Process must be an existing process title of one
chapter 1 of this guide. or two characters within the selected ISIC.

Note: User modification of this Inputdef func- Reduction ID is a one-character code specifying
tion is optional for an exported study when using the the reduction measure.
File I Export I current Study option. Reduction Measure is a descriptive field of 40 char-

acters.
FooTNoTE Cost ID specifies the corresponding Cost func-

The Footnote function must be started from the menu tion (see the ControlCost function).
bar with the Window I Inputdef I Footnote option. Note: User modification of this Inputdef function
An MDI-child window is shown with a dynamic in- is optional for an exported study when using the File
put table. The key field is Footnote ID. I Export I current Study option.

The DSS/IPC system contains default footnote
texts for processes and emissions factors. They are
included in the study each time a new study is start- The ReductionFactor function must be started from
ed. Pollutants are unique within media type. the menu bar with the Window I Inputdef I Reduc-

Footnotes are used to store an explanation for tionFactor option. An MDI-child window is shown
process or emissions factors. The Footnote ID must with a static input table.
be specified along with the process or emissions fac- The DSS/IPC system contains default values for
tor in order to link to the footnote. reduction factors. They are included in the study each

Footnote ID is a unique integer value. time a new study is started. Reduction factors are
Footnote Description is a field that contains foot- unique within media type and reduction measure.

note text with a maximum of 768 characters. Reduction factors can be added, changed, or
For more information, see the footnotes for the cleared after a media type and a reduction measure

health guidelines for water and air pollutants. have been selected. The reduction measure drop-
Note: User modification of this Inputdef function down list box is filled with the corresponding values

is optional for an exported study when using the File when the media type is selected.
Export I current Study option. Pollutant ID is a unique 10-character code and

cannot be changed.
REDUCTiONMEASuRE Pollutant Description is a descriptive field of 40

The ReductionMeasure function must be started from characters and cannot be changed.
the menu bar with the Window I Inputdef I Reduc- Reduction Factor stores the reduction factor val-
tionMeasure option. An MDI-child window is shown ue that is later multiplied by the emissions factor if
with a dynamic input table. The key fields are ISIC, the corresponding reduction measure is applied to the
Process, and Reduction ID. The combination of these process.
fields is unique within the media type. Note: User modification of this Inputdef function

The DSS/IPC system contains default values for is optional for an exported study when using the File
reduction measures. They are included in the study I Export I current Study option.

each time a new study is started. Reduction measures
are unique within media type. CONROLCOSr

Reduction measures represent industrywide ac- The ControlCost function must be started from the
tions directed specifically toward reduction of waste menu bar with the Window I Inputdef I Control-
and pollution. They include good housekeeping mea- Cost option. An MDI-child window is shown with a
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dynamic input table. The key fields are Cost ID, Cost be subdivided into areas to take into account differ-

Type, and Cost Unit. This combination mustbe unique entiated wind or geographic conditions; political sub-

within media type. divisions for which disaggregated production data are

Cost ID is an integer that identifies the specific available; subareas within a critical water basin; or

Cost Function to be selected by the system. For more two points in time representing various production

details, see Cost Parameters in chapter 1 of this guide. patterns in the same region or area.

Cost Type contains either I for Investment Cost Area ID is a 6-character field that contains the

component or V for Variable Cost component. When identifying code for an area.

adding a new row to the table, the user can select this Area Description is a descriptive field of 40 char-

value from a drop-down list. acters.

Cost Unit stands for pollution control cost unit. Population shows the number of people living in

(For a complete list, see Cost Parameters in chapter 1 the area.

of this guide.) Size (km2) is the size of the area in square kilo-

Cost Description is a text field of 40 characters. meters.

The fields R, A, B, C, D, and E contain constant Em.Dens.Factor is a ratio included in the data-

floating-point values that are used in the general con- base that can be overridden for any study area to re-

trol cost formula. flect local conditions more accurately. It is used in the

Pollutant ID is the identification of the relevant areawide air dispersion model to approximate rough-

pollutant for which control costs are calculated. The ly a potentially greater contribution by small sources

emissions factor of this pollutant is used in the con- (e.g., transport; residential or commercial boilers) to

trol cost formula. the ambient levels of air pollution in high-density

Deprec.Period (years) contains a floating-point downtowns or similar areas, compared with the lev-

value that specifies the depreciation period. els averaged for the entire area. (See Annex C for rec-

F/P flag contains either F to indicate that the cost ommended ratios of local peak pollutant levels to

calculation formula is based on the flow rate of the urban averages.) If no density factor is specified, a val-

water discharged or air emitted or P to indicate that it ue of 1.4 will be applied as the default.

is based on the level of production. (For more details, Roughness (m) contains a floating-point value to

see Cost Parameters in chapter 1 of this guide.) This specify the roughness of the given area. It is used only

value can be selected from a drop-down list. in the point source air dispersion model. (See Annex

Ref is a descriptive field of 40 characters that C for guidance on the appropriate value.) If no value

directs the user to reference information on the val- is specified by the user, a value of 1 is used as the

ues. default.

Ref Year is a four-character field that specifies the Energy Ratio, to be used in the Cost function cal-

year of reference. culations, is a floating-point value specifying the lo-

Note: User modification in this Inputdef function cal energy cost ratio relative to the study default.

is optional for an exported study when using the File Interest Rate (%), used to discount control costs,

Export I current Study option. is a floating-point value specifying the local annual

interest rate.
AREA Labor Ratio, used in the variable costs calculation,

The Area function must be started from the menu bar is a floating-point value specifying the local labor cost

with the Window I Inputdef I Area option. An MDI- ratio relative to the study default labor cost.

child window is shown with a dynamic input table. Materials Ratio is a floating-point value specify-

The key field is Area ID, which must be unique with- ing the local material cost ratio relative to the study

in a study. default costs of materials.

Areas are specified to divide the region in the Labor Costs is a floating-point value specifying

study into smaller subareas. An area is an indepen- the local hourly wage rate, in U.S. dollars.

dent zone in which loads, concentrations, and costs The frequency factors (F##) are area-specific

are considered separately. A region in the study can values used in the area dispersion model to calculate
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ambient concentrations. The factors are decimal frac- Within the drop-down list box for ISIC the op-
tions from 0 to 1 that specify the frequency of prevail- tion (ALL) is added to give the user maximum flexi-
ing atmospheric conditions according to the following bility in the specification of production values. In the

table. case of fertilizers, pesticides, and insecticides, these
represent inputs rather

than production. The
same is true for power

Atmospheric Very low Low Moderate High generation when fuel in-
stability (< 2 mIs) (2-5 mls) (5-7.5 mls) (> 7.5 mls) put is the relevant mea-

Unstable F I I F12 F13 F 14 sure. In the case of traffic,
Neutral F2 I F22 F23 F24 production values can be
Stable F31 F32 F33 expressed either as fuel

used or as vehicle-kilome-
The user enters the approximate percentage of ters traveled. All production values can be entered in

time throughout the year that a given combination of one MDI-child window.
wind speed and atmospheric stability prevails. The The following columns are shown:
sum of all frequency factors must be 1. ISIC is a unique four digit code. It cannot be al-

The wind speed/atmospheric stability combina- tered.
tion check boxes A-1 ... F-2 store information to be Process ID is a unique four-character code. It can-
used by the PointSource model. They let the user spec- not be altered. If there is a one-or two-character code
ify the possible combinations of atmospheric stabili- in this field, the row shows not an actual process but
ty (stability classes A through F) and wind speed a process category (a subgroup of similar processes
(values from 1 in/s to 10 m/s) for which the model within the same ISIC). No data can be entered in such
should calculate ground-level concentrations. (For rows.
more information, see the description of the Point- Process Description is a descriptive field of 60 char-

Source model in chapter 1 of this guide, particularly acters. It cannot be altered.
the table on page XX.) When the user enters a new Footnote list specifies the footnotes associated
row (Area ID) in the table, these check boxes appear with some processes. Double-clicking a cell in this
in their default state - that is, all checked - meaning column will make a window containing the related

that the model will calculate concentrations for all footnote text pop up. The column cannot be altered.
possible combinations of wind speed and atmospheric Em. contains check marks signaling the existence
stability. To speed the calculations, the user can re- of a footnote modifying the value of the emissions
move the check marks on boxes referring to combina- factors related to that process. If the text of this foot-
tions that are irrelevant or unlikely for a particular note must be viewed, the Inputdef [Emfactor] win-

area. dow has to be opened to see the corresponding

footnotes and their footnote text. The column cannot
PRODUCMON be altered.

The Production function must be started from the Unit specifies the unit of measurement in which
menu bar with the Window I Inputdef I Production the associated production value must be expressed.
option. An MDI-child window is shown with a static The field cannot be altered.
input table. Production, 1000 is a field in which a user can

Production values (or levels) must be specified enter a respective production (input or output) level

by the user on the basis of the results of the inventory in 1,000 units.
in the study areas. Production values can be specified Number of Sources contains an integer specifying
after selection of the media type, the area, and the ISIC. the approximate number of individual sources of pol-
As a result, all processes within this combination will lution associated with the given production process
be shown in a static table for the user to specify the in that area. This number is used in the cost analysis
production values for all relevant processes. to obtain an indication of whether economies of scale
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are present when a specific control alternative is con- Evaporation (m3 /year) is a value specifying the
sidered. The default value is 1. (For detailed instruc- annual lake evaporation volume in cubic meters per
tions on the number of sources for ISIC groups, see year.
Cost Calculation in chapter 1 of this guide.) Mean Depth (m) is a field specifying the mean

Reduction Measure allows the user to select a re- lake depth in meters.
duction measure for the process from the drop-down
list, defined by the data in the Inputdef [Reduction- RIVER

Measure] window. The River function must be started from the menu

bar with the Window I Inputdef I River option. An
MDI-child window is shown with a dynamic input

The Monitored Load function must be started from table. The key field is Water ID, which must be unique
the menu bar with the Window I Inputdef I Moni- within a study.

toredLoad option. An MDI-child window is shown Water ID is the unique identification of the river.
with a static input table. It is a nine-character code.

Monitored load values can be optionally intro- Water Description is a descriptive field of 40 char-
duced if data are available in the areas concerned. acters.
Load values can be specified after the selection of the BOD load (g/sec) is the BOD load discharged into
media type, the area, the ISIC, and the actual process. the stream in grams per second. This value can be ei-
As a result, all pollutants within this combination will ther entered manually, if data are available, or calcu-
be shown in a static table so that the user can easily lated by the DSS/IPC with the CalculateLoad
specify the monitored load values for one or several function.
pollutants. BOD Back.Conc. (mg/I) is the BOD background

The following~ columns are shown: concentration in milligrams per liter, determined by
Pollutant ID is a 10-character text field. It cannot BOD sample analysis or estimated.

be altered. BOD Anal.No.Days (days) is the number of days
Pollutant Description is a 40-character descriptive for which the BOD sample analysis took place.

field. It cannot be altered. BOD Anal.Temp. (C) is the temperature in degrees
Load (tn/year) is a floating-point value specify- Celsius at which the sample analysis took place.

ing the pollutant load. DO level (mg/1) is oxygen saturation of the river
Reduction Measure allows the user to select a re- in milligrams per liter.

duction measure for the process from the drop-down Colif Count (per 100 ml) is the coliform count per
list, defined by the data in the Inputdef [Reduction- 100 milliliters.
Measure] window. Colif Die-offRate is the coliform die-off rate con-

stant per day at 20 degrees Celsius. Values range from
LAKE 1.0 for large streams to 1.8 for medium-size streams.

The Lake function must be started from the menu bar Colif Die-off Time (days) is the number of days
with the Window I Inputdef I Lake option. An MDI- since the last discharge.
child window is shown with a dynamic input table. Mean Depth (m) is the mean depth of the river in

The key field is Water ID, which must be unique within meters.
a study. Avg.Flow (m3 /sec) is the average flow rate in

Water ID is the unique identification of the lake. cubic meters per second.
It is a nine-character code. Temp. (C) is the mean water temperature in de-

Water Description is a descriptive field of 40 char- grees Celsius.
acters. Width (m) is the river width in meters.

Area (m 2
) is a value specifying the size of the lake

in square meters. LOAD CoNTRInBUToN To WATERBODIES

Inflow (mi3 /year) is a field specifying annual lake The Load Contribution to WaterBodies function must
inflow rate in cubic meters per year. be started from the menu bar with the Window I In-
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putdef I Load Contribution to WaterBodies option. Pollutant Description is a 40-character descriptive

An MDI-child window is shown with a static input field. It cannot be altered.
table. Stability Class contains an integer specifying the

Contributing percentages of each area or indus- class of the pollutant. The values stand for:

try load to any one water body can be specified after Class Explanation

the selection of the area and the ISIC. For the ISIC 1 Conservative
field, it is possible to select all ISICs, or one specific 2 Intermediate
ISIC since in any one area some industries might dis- 3 Nonconservative
charge into different bodies of water.

Double-clicking the table will give a total of all Int.Conc. (mg/1) is the initial concentration in

the specified contribution values in the current table milligrams per liter of the given pollutant within the

on the bottom line. If the total does not equal 100, the specified water body.

user must make corrections.
Water ID is the unique identification of the lake PODSOURCE

or river as specified in the Inputdef [Lake] or Input-
def [River] window. The field cannot be altered. The PointSource function must be started from the

Water Description is a descriptive field for the riv- menu bar with the Window I Inputdef I Pointsource
er or lake as specified in the Inputdef [Lakel or Input- option. An MDI-child window is shown with a dy-
def [River] window. The field cannot be altered. namic input table. The key field is PointSource ID.

Water Type is either lake (L) or river (R). The field Point sources can be added, changed, or deleted
cannot be altered. after the media type, ISIC, area, and process are se-

Percent (%) is a number that specifies the per- lected from the drop-down list boxes at the top of the

centage of load contribution to water bodies for the MDI-child window. If all list boxes contain a value,
area or for the industry within that area. The sum of the spreadsheet is (re)filled with the relevant point
all percentages must be between 0 and 100. Note that sources. Process can be specified only if an ISIC is

the system does not check the addition. chosen; the process drop-down list box is filled with
Emissions to rivers can be calculated per river all processes within the selected ISIC. From the pro-

segment. The total load to the river segment that is cess list, only actual processes (those with a four-char-
acter code) can be selected. The other entries are for

farthest downstream can be calculated by adding up rfrneproe ny
all the loads upstream. This can be done separately reference purposes only.

PointSource ID is a 10-character code. This code
by adding up the loads of each river segment in a
spreadsheet and inputting the loads into the follow- should be unique within the selected media type, area,

ing next segment manually before making the Model ISIC, and process.
Pointsource Description is a descriptive field of 40

Concentration calculations.chrtes
characters.

WATERINITIALCONC % of Process is a value specifying the percentage
the point source contributes to the total load of the

The WaterlnitialConc function must be started from given process.
the menu bar with the Window I Inputdef I Water- Annual Operation is the average number of hours

InitialConc option. An MDI-child window is shown a year the point source is in operation.

with a static input table. The function is used to spec- Stack Height (m) is the stack height of the emit-

ify the initial concentration of pollutants that are ob- ting source in meters.
served in the water bodies under consideration. Internal Diameter (m) is the internal stack diame-

First, specify the water body with the drop-down ter of the emitting source in meters.
list box. Since the media type is always water, Media Exit Gas Volume (m3 /sec) is the exit gas volume
listbox is inactive and is shown only for consistency. in cubic meters per second.

Pollutant ID is a 10-character text field. It cannot Exit Gas Velocity (m/sec) is the exit gas velocity

be altered. in meters per second.
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Exit Gas Temp. (K) is the exit gas temperature in MONITOREDCONC

degrees Kelvin.. The MonitoredConc function must be started from the
Ambient Temp. (K) is the ambient temperature in menu bar with the Window I Inputdef I Monitored-

degrees Kelvin. Conc option. An MDI-child window is shown with a
Longitude specifies the longitude of the point static input table.

source. The value is used for exporting point sources This function is used to specify monitored con-
to GIS. centration within an area. The specified values are

Latitude specifies the latitude of the point source. used for the calibration of density factors.
The value is used for exporting point sources to GIS. Pollutant ID is a 10-character text field. It cannot

Lines of longitude and latitude are measured in be altered.
degrees, minutes, and seconds, with north, south, east, Pollutant Description is a 40-character descriptive
or west designation. For example: 120030' 50" W indi- field. It cannot be altered.
cates a longitude of 120 degrees, 30 minutes, 50 sec- Specify the area first with the drop-down list box.
onds west of the prime meridian; similarly the The Media listbox is inactive and is shown only for
measurement 450 20' 10" N indicates a latitude of 45 consistency; the media type is always air.
degrees, 20 minutes, 10 seconds north of the equator. In the four Station# (?g/m3 ) fields, monitored

The x- and y-coordinates must be specified in concentrations can be specified, in micrograms per
decimal degrees instead of in degrees, minutes, and cubic meter. Each time one of the station values is
seconds. Since there are 60 seconds in a minute, 60 changed, the average value in the last column is re-
minutes in a degree, and 3,600 seconds in a degree, calculated on the basis of the new inputted value.
the decimal degrees for a longitude of 120030' 50" W The average value can also be inputted to the
are [120 + (30 / 60) + (50 / 3600)] = (120 + 0.5 + 0.01) = field Average (?g/m3 ) itself. It will override the calcu-
120.51 W, or -120.51. Negative signs are used to indi- lated average value with the specified value.
cate W or S.

SouRcEDATA Calculatefunctions
Calculate functions enable the user to make calcula-

The SourceData function must be started from the tions with the data that were entered into the DSS/
menu bar with the Window I Inputdef I SourceDa- IPC database through Inputdef functions. For calcu-
ta option. An MDI-child window is shown with a stat- lations to be performed properly, the user must enter
ic input table. all the necessary data (see Notes, below). If data are

This function is used to record observed loads lacking, a warning message appears.
for specific point sources. The recording can be done
manually if loads per specific point sources are LOAD...

known, or the load can be calculated when load cal- The pollutant load calculation must be started from

culations are made. the menu bar with the Window I Calculate I Load...
Specify the relevant point source with the drop- option. Loads can be calculated by the system, with

down list boxes for media, area, and PointSource. The the results shown in an MDI-child window. First, the
list box for point sources is filled when a choice is Load dialogue box will be presented to a user with
made for both media type and area. The list will show the following fields:
all point sources within the selected media type and * Area: a multiple-selection field for specifying one,
area. several, or all areas for which loads need to be cal-

Pollutant ID is a 10-character text field. It cannot culated.
be altered. a Media: a multiple-selection field for specifying one,

Pollutant Description is a 40-character descriptive two, or all three media types for which loads need
field. It cannot be altered. to be calculated.

Load (kg/sec) is the actual pollutant load for the * ISIC: a multiple-selection field for specifying one,
specified point source. It must be specified in kilo- several, or all industries for which loads need to
grams per second. be calculated.
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* Pollutant: a multiple-selection field for specifying pollutants can be derived. The calculations must be
one, several, or all pollutants for which loads need started from the menu bar with the Window I Calcu-
to be calculated. When no media type is selected, late I Model... option.
this list box will remain empty because the set of Selection of this option results in a Model dia-
pollutants is media dependent. When more than logue box in which a user can specify the selected
one media type is selected, the pollutant list will models and corresponding parameters. The user must
show the (ALL) option only. be aware that calculated loads are used as inputs for

* Calculate: a check box to specify whether loads the dispersion models. These calculated loads are the
need to be calculated. If loads are not calculated, result of the most recent load calculation. If produc-
the system will display the results from earlier tion levels, emissions, or reduction factors are changed
calculations. without repeating the load calculation routine, the

* Show results: a check box to specify whether re- load data will not reflect the most up-to-date situa-
sults should be shown. tion.

* Calculate initial pollutant loads for PointSources: a The user will be presented with a dialogue box
check box to specify whether pollutant loads for with the following fields:
point sources need to be calculated. * Model type: a frame with seven check boxes for

* Calculate default BOD loads for rivers: a check box specifying which combination of the seven mod-
to specify whether BOD loads for rivers need to els must be applied. Double-clicking the frame will
be calculated. (Newly calculated values replace highlight all current choices. This procedure can
default values entered by the user in the Inputdef be used to select all models.
[River] window. The DSS/IPC will display an ap- * Area: a multiple-selection field for specifying one,
propriate warning before proceeding.) several, or all areas for which loads need to be cal-

Choosing "OK" results in the calculation of the culated. This field will be active only when the
load if the Calculate box is checked. The status bar Area or PointSource model needs to be applied.
contains the message "Load calculation is ongoing. * River: a multiple-selection field for specifying one,
Please wait...". When the calculation is finished, a several, or all rivers for which the model is to be
Load window will be opened containing the load cal- applied. This field will be active only when the
culation results. It is possible to open more than one River conservative, River BOD, or River coliform
Load window at the same time. count model needs to be applied.

The Load window contains totals for each pol- Lake: a multiple-selection field for specifying one,
lutant in the specific area. A relative percentage is giv- several, or all lakes for which the model is to be
en for each process. applied. This field will be active only when the

Lake conservative or Lake phosphorus model
Note: The total IS not displayed in case a subset nest eapid

[not (ALL) ISIC] is selected. nest eapid
[Note(ALL)oIaIC iscslcuatied. ires study areas as Calculate: a check box for specifying whether the

model results need to be calculated. If the models
well as production data for the areas entered.. The are not calculated the system will show the results
default data for emissions and reduction factors re- from former calculations.
lated to processes and reduction measures determine * Show results: a check box for specifying whether
the outcome of the load calculation. results should be shown.

Note: Model calculation requires that load calcu-
MODEL... lation be completed. All models require that spe-

The model function is used to apply selected disper- cific attributes be entered (the model input

sion models to the inventory of pollution load data. parameters). The water conservative models ad-
By taking into account meteorological conditions and ditionally require that load contribution to water
the height of the source, the models estimate the po- bodies be entered as study data.

tential concentrations of the relevant pollutants in the
air and water. Based on the concentration values and MODEL INPUT

on comparisons with criteria standards, a measure of Table 2.1 shows, for each of the seven dispersion mod-
the exposure of the habitat to the most hazardous els, the corresponding Inputdef functions for which
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the user needs to specify data before the model calcu- 1. Cost Analysis /What-if
lations can begin. This empty window appears when the user selects

the Window I CostAnalysis/What-if... option. It
MODEL RESULTS contains only the media drop-down list, in which

The results of the computations are individually dis- a user can select either Air Emission or Water Ef-
played, with each model in a specific window format: fluent. Immediately after a selection is made in the

drop-down list, this window changes into the next

Model type Corresponding window one.
Area Model [Air Area] 2. Cost Analysis Priority List [1
PointSource Model [PointSource] This window provides a list of all pollutants and
River conservative, Model [Water conservative] the percentage concentration exceeding the health

Lake conservative guidelines. The critical load and the excess load
River coliform count, Model [River coliform/BOD] for the pollutant in the specified media are calcu-

River BOD lated here. The user can select one or more pollut-
Lake phosphorus Model [Lake phosphorus] ants for further analysis by clicking on the check

box in the first column for the desired pollutant.
For more information on model calculation, see Am- Within this window, the pollutant stability
bient Air and Water Concentrations: Dispersion Mod- class is shown per pollutant.
els in chapter 1 of this guide. By clicking the Next button at the bottom of

the window, the user can advance to the next win-
CostAnalysisA/hat-if.. dow and continue the cost analysis.

The Cost Analysis function must be started from the 3. Cost Analysis Contributing List [ 1
menu bar with the Window I CostAnalysis/What- All contributing processes per pollutant are shown
if... option. in this window. Within the media type Air, a pro-

Note: Cost analysis requires that the relevant cess is identified by area, ISIC, process title, and
model calculation be completed. The relevant mod- process description. Within the media type Wa-
els are the Area model for media type Air Emission, ter, a process is identified by water body, area,
and the Water conservative model for media type ISIC, process title, and process description. On the
Water Effluent. An appropriate warning is shown basis of production and, for media type Air, the
when the Window I CostAnalysis/What-if... option height of the source, the increase in the concentra-
is selected. tion of a pollutant for each process is calculated.

Cost analysis can be done according to media The user may select one or more processes for fur-
type (Water or Air). It will lead a user through the ther analysis by clicking on the check box in the
sequence of steps (windows). first column for the desired pollutant.

Table 2.1 Model Types and lnputdef Functions
Model type lnputdef functions
Area Area, Process, PollutantIHeoithGuidelines, ISIC, Emfactor,

ReductionMeasure, ReductionFactor, Production
PointSource Area, PointSource, SourceData
River conservative River, WaterlnitialConc, Process, PollutantlHealthGuidelines, Emfactor,

ReductionMeasure, ReductionFactor, Load Contribution to WaterBodies,
Production

River BOD River, Load Contribution to WaterBodies, Production
River coliform River
count
Lake conservative Lake, Load Contribution to WaterBodies, Process, Pollutant, Emfoctor,

Reduction Measure, Reduction Factor, WaterlnitialConc, Production
Lake phosphorus Lake, Load Contribution to Water bodies, Production
Note: The default data lnputdef functions are shown in italics. The user does not have to specify data for
these Inputdef functions. They can, however, be changed or added to as relevant for the study at hand.
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Note: Process titles are also shown for each The Window I Report option presents a sub-

contributing process. They cannot be selected for menu with three possible choices: Production, Pollu-

further analysis. tion Load Inventory, and Ambient Concentration.

By clicking the Next button at the bottom of Each choice leads to a dialogue box for a more de-

the window, the user can go on to the next step of tailed specification of the data the user wants to see

the cost analysis. Clicking the Back button returns in the report. After all the choices have been speci-

the user to the previous step of the cost analysis. fied, an appropriate Report [ ] window is shown.

4. Cost Analysis Cost List ( ] Every Report [ I window displays the following
A list of selected industrial processes and their con- buttons on the top line:

trolled alternatives is shown, allowing the user to * Go to the first page

compare the effectiveness and costs of alternative, u Go to the firs page

more controlled, processes aimed at reducing the r Go to the pevo page
excess loads identified in the priority list. For each * Go to the next page

process, total costs, average costs, and long-run G
marginal costs are calculated according to the cost * Stop reading report data

formula built into the system. a Overview
* Print report

The calculated costs are presented in a list that con- A Report [ window displays the following in-

tains the pollutant, process title category, process formation on the top line:

description, total cost, process cost per unit of pro- * Read: the number of records actually read

duction, and long-run marginal cost per unit of * Selected: the number of records that satisfied the

production. (For full details, see the discussion in selection criteria
the sections on Cost Calculation and Long-Run . Total: the number of records in the database re-

Marginal Costs Calculation in chapter 1 of this lated to the report type
guide.) * %: Records read as a percentage of the total

By using the check boxes in the first column, a Page ... of ...: the number of the current page of the
an alternative process can be selected instead of report and the total number of pages in the report

the current one.

5. Graph [Cost Analysis] PRoDuc770N..
The "LRMC - Across processes" button displayed

at the bottom of the window can be used to open a This function must be started from the menu bar with

new Graph [Cost Analysis] window that shows a the Window I Report I Production... option. The di-

graph of the long-run marginal costs across all alogue box for specifying the contents of the Produc-
selected processes in the area or watershed. The tion report contains the following fields:

graph is based on the table shown at the bottom * Area: a multiple-selection field for specifying one,

of the window. several, or all areas to be shown in the Production
6. WHAT-IFAnalysis report.

The Re-analyze button shown at the bottom of the * Media type: a multiple-selection field for specify-
window can be used to run the load and model ing one, two, or all three media types to be shown
calculations for alternative processes and reduc- in the Production report.

tion measures to be selected and applied. As a re- a ISIC: a multiple-selection field for specifying one,
suIt, the user will be returned to a new Cost*. 

several, or all ISICs to be shown in the Production
Analysis Priority List [ ] window with a new pri- report

ority list, and the process of cost analysis can be
started again. clicks After all the selections are made and the user

The Back button returns the user to the pre- clicks the OK button, the report is generated and is
vious step of the cost analysis. displayed in the Report [Production] window.

Report POLLUTIoN LOAD INVENTORY....

The Report functions must be started from the menu This function must be started from the menu bar with

bar with the Window I Report option. the Window I Report I Pollution Load Inventory...
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option. The dialogue box for specifying the contents Note: Only for model types Air Area, PointSource, or
of the load report contains the following fields: WaterBody are contributing processes given.
* Area: a multiple-selection field for specifying one, After all the selections are made and the user

several, or all areas to be shown in the load report. clicks the OK button, the report is generated and is
* Media type: a multiple-selection field for specify- displayed in the Report Concentration [Air Area,

ing one, two, or all three media types to be shown PointSource, or Waterbody I window.
in the Load report.

* ISIC: a multiple-selection field for specifying one, Windows list

several, or all ISICs to be represented in the Load This group of functions is a numbered list of up to
report. nine titles of open MDI-child windows. The window

* Pollutant: a multiple-selection field for specifying that is currently active is marked with a check to the
one, several, or all pollutants to be shown in the left of its number. A user can switch to any window
Load report. When no media type is selected, this by selecting its title from the list. When more than
list box will stay empty because the set of pollut- nine windows are open, an option More Windows...
ants is media dependent. When more than one appears at the bottom of the list. When the user se-
media type is selected, the pollutant list shows the lects this option, a dialogue box Select Window ap-
ALL option only. pears, allowing the user to select any window from

After all the selections are made and the user the full list.
clicks the OK button, the report is generated and is
displayed in the Report [Pollution Load Inventory] Helpfunctions
window. HELP INDEX

AMBE OThis button gives a user access to the on-line help
A\mBIENT CoNcENnzAnoNs.I 

of the DSS/IPC system.
This function must be started from the menu bar with The Help Index function may be started from the
the Window I Report I Ambient Concentrations... menu bar with the Help I Help Index option and from
option. The dialogue box for specifying the contents the toolbar with the Help button.
of the concentration report contains the following This help file will be opened with the contents
fields: page.
* Area: a multiple-selection field for specifying one,

several, or all areas to be shown in the concentra- SEARCH..

tion report. The Search function must be started from the menu
* ISIC: a multiple-selection field for specifying one, bar with the Help Search... option.

several, or all ISICs to be shown in the concentra- The help search screen will be opened for the
tion report. DSS/lPC help file.

* Pollutant: a multiple-selection field for specifying
one, several, or all pollutants to be shown in the USING HELP

concentration report. The contents of the list de-
pend on the selected model type. For Area or The Using Help function must be started from the
PointSource, the air pollutants are shown in the menu bar with the Help I Using Help option.
list. For the WaterBody model type, the water pol- When this selection is made, Microsoft Windows
lutants are shown in the list. offers a standard description on how to use the help

* Model type: a radio-type selection option button for system.
specifying which model type must be shown.

* Show Contributing Processes: a check box for speci-
fying whether the contributing processes for each The About... function must be started from the menu
pollutant within each area must be shown or bar with the Help I About... option.
whether only concentrations for each pollutant A window is opened with some descriptive in-
within each area must be given. formation about the DSS/IPC system.
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Memory: the amount of free memory that is now IPCINIfile
available in your computer. This amount can be en- The IPC.INI file can be found in the Windows direc-
larged by increasing the size of the windows swap tory. It contains values used to configure the system.

file. The syntax of an INI-file consists of lines with the fol-
Disk: the amount of free disk space on the drive lowing syntax:

that is currently active. Variable = value
SystemResources: an indication of how much The DSS/IPC system reads the INI-file and

space is left for opening new windows. This value searches for a number of known variables. The fol-
must not go below plus or minus 4 percent. If it does, lowing variables, with values, can be found in the
it is wise to close some DSS/IPC windows or close IPC.INI file. A short explanation of each is given in
some other applications, the right-hand column below.

Installing and configuring DSS/IPC Line in INI-file Description

Hardware and software requirements [Preferences] Group label

The DSS/IPC system should be run on a personal ImportFileExt = IMP Import file extension
computer with a Pentium or 486 processor (SX or DX), ExportFileExt = ASC Export file extension
preferably 33 Mhz. Microsoft Windows 3.1 or later
versions should be installed. lEDirectory = C:\IPC Import-export directory

ShowToolbar = 0 If the toolbar must be shown,

Installation 0 for yes, 1 for no

The DSS/IPC system can be installed from a set of AskOnUpdate = 0 If a user must be asked for

diskettes or a single installation file (available on the confirmation if rows are
Internet at www.worldbank.org/pollutionmanage- changed or added, 0 for yes, 1

for no
ment). If you use an install set, initiate a setup.exe file
from the first diskette. [system] Grouplabel

If you have downloaded single installation file DBPath C:\IPC Full path specification where
IPC-INST.EXE from the Internet or other network, database files are stored

start this file by double-clicking it in Windows File FilePath C:\IPC\ Full path specification where
Manager or Windows Explorer. additional files such as *.ico

Follow the instructions given by the Setup pro- and helpfile are stored

gram to install the DSS/IPC system. The system will HelpFile = C:\IPC\ Full path specification of the
be installed into the directory \ IPC on your hard disk IPCHELP.HLP helpfile

C drive, unless otherwise specified. LastOpenDatabase= Name of the last open data-
If a previous version of the DSS/IPC system is IPCrEST.MDB base (be careful to change this

present, it is recommended that you first remove that value)

version by removing the directory, using the File

Manager. Decimal points
If other programs are still active, the Setup pro- If decimal points are not shown correctly, the follow-

gram might have problems in installing certain com- ing steps should be taken: from the Program Manag-

ponents on your system. In this case, messages such er, open the Main Group; open the Control Panel
as the following will appear: window; select International; and select the follow-

SETUPKIT.DLL is in Use. Please close all appli- ing values for the number notation:
cations, and reattempt setup. 1000 separation character ,

Continue / Cancel / Ignore Decimal character = .
You can continue installation by ignoring these After decimal sign = 6

messages. Use leading zeros
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Specifications Point source x coordinate decimals

Units of measurement Point source y coordinate decimals

Unit Measuremnent Pollutant annual guideline (air) ?gIm3

Annual average concentration (air) ?g/m3 Pollutant annual guideline (water) mgfl

Area roughness km Population people

Area size km2 Process annual operation hours/year

Calculated load ton/year Process volume m3/hour
River BOD analysis number of days days

Coliformi count (river) per 100 nml
River BOD analysis temperature degrees Celsius

Concentration (lake/river) mg/l
River BOD background concentration mg/I

Cost depreciation period years
River BOD load g/sec

Costs US$
River coliform die-off rate constant at 200

Critical DO deficit (river) mg/i
River depth m

Discharge load of substance (lake/river) ton/year
River initial coliform count per 100 ml

Distance (point source)m
River initial concentration mg/l

Emissions factor kg/unit of production
River initial oxygen concentration (DO level) mg/I

Lake annual inflow rate m3/year

Lake area Ml River volume/average flow rate m3/sec

Lake calculated load ton/year River water temperature degrees Celsius

Lake initial concentration mgl River width

Lake evaporation volume rn/year River, time since last discharge days
Stability class (point source)

Lake mean depth m
WAindspeed (point source) rn/s

Local energy costs ratio

Local labor costs US$/hour Maximum values

Local labor costs ratio
Maximum lengths are defined for key fields (see the

Local materimu concentration (ai) description of Inputdef functions). No maximums are
Local maximum concentration (air) ig/inm defined for the number of records within a table, apart

Maximal annual phosphorus discharge (lake) ton/year from physical constraints such as the size of the hard

Monitored load ton/year disk.

Peak concentration (point source) ?g/m I

Point source ambient temperature degrees Kelvin

Point source annual operation hours/year Import files contain one or more records separated

Point source exit gas temperature degrees Kelvin by a new line character (ASCII value 13). Each record

Point source exit gas velocity ni/sec contains fields that are separated by a tab character
(ASCII value 9). There is no difference between up-

Point source exintegaslvolmeter nsec per-case and lower-case characters within the ID
Point source internal diameter in fields. The layouts on the following pages are valid

Point source load kg/sec for the import files:

Point source stack height m
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Production

Media type One character

Possible values: A, W, or S

Area ID Six characters

Constraint: it must exist in the Area table

ISIC ID Four characters

Constraint: it must exist in the ISIC table

Process ID Exactly four characters

Constraint: it must exist in the Process table for the
specified media type and ISIC

Red. measure ID One character

Constraint: it must exist in the Reduction Measure
table for the specified process, ISIC, and media
type. For media type S, this value is irrelevant.

Production value Ranges from -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647

Number of sources Integer value

Ranges from I to 999

Monitored load

Media type One character

Possible values: A, W, or S

Area ID Six characters

Constraint: it must exist in the Area table

ISIC ID Four characters

Constraint: it must exist in the ISIC table

Process ID Exactly four characters

Constraint: it must exist in the Process table for the
specified media type and ISIC

Red measure ID One character

Constraint: it must exist in the Reduction Measure
table for the specified process, ISIC, and media
type. For media type S, this value is irrelevant.

Pollutant ID Ten characters

Constraint: it must exist in the Pollutant table for
the specified media type, area ID, ISIC ID, and
process ID

MonitoredLoad Range from -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647
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Monitored concentration

Media type One character

Possible values: A, W, or S

Area ID Six characters

Constraint: it must exist in the Area table

ISIC ID Four characters

Constraint: it must exist in the ISIC table

Process ID Exactly four characters

Constraint: it must exist in the Process table for the
specified media type and ISIC

Red. measure ID One character

Constraint: it must exist in the Reduction Measure
table for the specified process, ISIC, and media
type. For media type S, this value is irrelevant.

Pollutant ID Ten characters

Constraint: it must exist in the Pollutant table for
the specified media type, area ID, ISIC ID, and
process ID

MonitoredConc. Ranges from -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647





Chapter 3

Self-Training Computer Exercise

Introduction General information on the study area

The purpose of this exercise is to familiarize users with The Emerald City, population 900,000, covers an area
the application of the DSS/IPC and to demonstrate of 100 km2. It is situated along the Winkie River. With-
how the outcomes of the analysis can be used in as- in and near the city, the river has a width of 500 m, an

sessing decisions on pollution control targets, poli- average depth of 5 m, and an average flow of 250m3 /
cies, and instruments. The exercise will help develop sec. Upstream of the city, water in the river is consid-
a better understanding of how to translate economic ered clean. Near the city is Skeezer Lake, with an area
and physical information on an area into DSS/IPC of 125,000 m2 and an average depth of 10 m. Total
inputs and what kinds of problems and situations can annual inflow to the lake (precipitation, catchment
be analyzed with the help of the DSS/IPC. The case drainage, and direct discharges) is, on average, 80
study was specially designed for illustrative and train- million n3 , and annual evaporation is nearly 10 mil-
ing purposes. It describes a hypothetical and simpli- lion m3 . Until recently, water in the lake was almost

fied situation, which, however, allows the user to pristine. The annual mean water temperature for both
examine some typical pollution control problems and river and lake is 100 Celsius. Atmospheric conditions,
tradeoffs in urban areas. in terms of frequencies of atmospheric stability and

Table 3.1 Atmospheric conditions in the study area
Atmospheric Frequency
stability Wind speed (mls) factor (0-1)
Unstable Very low (2 m/s) 0

Low (2-5 mWs) 0
Moderate (5-7.5 m/s) 0. 1
High (> 7.5 m/s) 0.2

Neutral Very low (2 m/s) 0.1
Low (2-5 m/s) 0.2
Moderate (5-7.5 m/s) 0.2
High (> 7.5 m/s) 0.1

Stable Very low (2 mWs) 0.1
Low (2-5 m/s) 0
Moderate (5-7.5 m/s) 0

I.0

Note: The frequency factors must add to I.

47
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wind speed combinations, that greatly affect disper- Assignments
sion patterns of air emissions are given in Table 3.1. Users are requested to complete the following assign-

Industries, transport, and services. Major indus- ments for a computer exercise:

tries include a steel mill that produces 800,000 tons of Set up a study for the Emerald City.

metal per year at its two facilities; one large cement Input the information given above according to

plant with five emission stacks that processes 10 mil- the format required by the DSS/IPC software.

lion tons of clink per year; three textile factories that Make all necessary calculations (loads, concentra-

process, respectively, 330,000 tons of cotton, 120,000 tions, and costs of abatement).

tons of wool, and 150,000 tons of synthetics per year; Export the results into Excel, analyze the results,

and two meat-processing plants with an overall ca- and answer the questions and problems given be-

pacity of 100,000 tons live weight of animals killed low.

(LWK). A meat plant that began operations two years

ago is currently the only industrial facility to discharge Questions and problems
wastewater into the lake. (The plant's discharges ac- AIR

count for 50 percent of total discharges from the meat 1. Which pollutants have to be controlled first
industry.) All other industries, as well as two main ("worst pollutants")?

municipal sewers serving the entire population of the 2. Which pollution sources have to be controlled first

city, discharge into the river. In addition, 30 large in- ("worst polluters")?

dustrial and district-heating boilers burn 1.5 million 3. Identify two sets of pollution control measures at

tons of coal per year, and 200,000 tons of coal are used specific point sources that will allow for a least-

in small boilers and stoves by 100 other industrial and cost reduction of the annual mean ambient levels

commercial establishments. Road transport in the of particulates to (a) 70 ig/r 3 and (b) 50 jg/r 3 .

Emerald City consists of 100,000 gasoline-powered Tip: on the basis of DSS/IPC calculations for this

cars (average annual mileage per car, 10,000 km) and study, a 1,000-ton reduction in emissions of total

60,000 diesel-powered buses and trucks (average an- suspended particulates (TSP) emissions from ma-

nual mileage per vehicle, 20,000 km). jor industries results in a 0.4 jg/m 3 reduction in

Prices and wages. The average wage is US$5/ the mean ambient level of TSP.

hour; energy and material prices are at the world 4. How much do these two sets of measures cost?

market level. The commercial interest rate is 10 per- What should be the rate of an emission charge on

cent. particulates that would force industries to imple-

Pollution control. Currently, pollution controls ment set (a)? set (b)?

are few and include only primitive cyclones (removal 5. Which set of measures would you recommend be

efficiency, 75 percent) at the cement plant and prima- implemented? Why? What additional measures

ry wastewater treatment at the cotton-processing fac- would have to be considered if the ambient target

tory. Recently, however, the government has made for particulates were set at 40 jg/m 3 ?

commitments to pay much greater attention to the

quality of the environment and has set ambient qual- WATER

ity targets (in terms of annual mean concentrations of 1. Assess and compare water quality in the river and

key pollutants), including the following: the lake. Where is the current situation worse?

Air quality. First step: reduce the ambient level of 2. Identify and compare major pollution sources for

particulates to or below 70 gig/m3 . Second step: the river and the lake.

reduce the ambient level of particulates below 50 3. Identify least-cost sets of pollution abatement mea-
tg/ m 3 . sures that will reduce the ambient level of BOD5

Water quality. The ambient level of BOD5 should below 4 mg/l (a) in the river; and (b) in the lake.

not exceed 4 mg/I for both river and lake. What are the costs?
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4. What emissions (effluent) charge on BOD5 dis- * Use of natural gas instead of coal (assuming that

charges should be used to achieve the desired the heating value of coal is 7.2 x 103 Kcal per ton

ambient quality target (e.g., an annual mean con- and the heating value of natural gas is 9.34 x 109

centration of BOD equal to or below 4 mg/I) (a) Kcal per mi3 )

in the river, (b) in the lake, and (c) in both the river * Replacement of 20 district-heating boilers with one

and the lake? centralized utility with a high stack and a high
level of control, while using the same coal.

5. Which level charge would you recommend? Why?

Is the target level for BODs reasonable, or would WATER

you suggest a different approach?
A new cotton factory to be built in the city will in-

Additional problems crease the cotton-processing capacity of the local tex-
tile industry by 30 percent.

The following are advanced-level problems that re- m Where would you recommend that the new fac-

quire the completion of new rounds of calculations. tory be located (and its effluents be discharged):

on the river or on the lake? (Note: to solve this prob-

AIR lem, the user will have to create two study areas
representing "lake watershed" and "river water-

Compare the environmental impact (e.g., thie impact reesnig'aewtshdad'ivrae-Compae th envronmntalimpat (eg., he ipact shed" and assign each industry to one of these ar-
on ambient levels of particulates and sulfur dioxide, eas acdingsto th discrg Fo example, one

S02) of he folloing measres for 0 large ndustria eas, according to the discharges. For example, one
302) of the following measures for 30 large industrial meat plant will be in the "lake" area and the other

and district heating boilers that operate in the city: in the "river" area. In this setting, 100 percent of

= Installation of cyclones at each boiler all discharges from all sources in an area will be

* Use of better-quality coal, with both ash content allocated to the lake or river, respectively.)

and sulfur content being half those in the coal ini- * What set of measures will be required to keep the

tially used ambient BOD5 level below 4 mg/l?

Step-by-step instructions: Emerald City pollution analysis
A. Create a new study 1. From menu bar, select File, then New.

2. When Study [New] dialogue box appears, fill empty fields
a. In the field Study Name, enter Emerald 1.
b. In the field Study Description, enter Emerald City pollution

analysis.
c. In the field Owner, enter your initials.
d. Fields Creation Date and Modific.Date should already show

today's date.
3. Click OK button and wait while DSS/IPC creates a new study.

B. Change default 1. From menu bar, select Window, then lnputdef, then
health guidelines Pollutant/HealthGuidelines.

2. In the drop-down list Media within Pollutant[HealthGuidelines]
window, select Air Emission.

3. For the row TSP in the spreadsheet, change value in the field
AnnAvg.Guideline from 75 to 70.

4. Click the next row. If DSS/IPC asks for confirmation to update the
previous row, click OK button.

5. In the drop-down list Media within Pollutant[HealthGuidelines]
window, select Water Effluent.

6. For the row BODS in the spreadsheet, in the field
Ann.Avg.Guideline, enter value 4.

7. Click the next row. If DSS/IPC asks for confirmation to update the
previous row, click OK button.
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C. Enter information I. From menu bar, select Window, then Inputdef, then Area.
about the area 2. When warning No data found! appears, click OK button.

3. In lnputdef [Area] window, fill empty fields:
a. In the field Area ID, enter any code of 6 characters or less, e.g.,

Area I.
b. In the field Area Description, enter Emerald City.
c. In the fields Population, Size, Labor Cost, and F I l-F33, enter

data from General Description above.
d. In the field Labor Ratio, enter 0.25 (since specified labor cost of

$5/hr is four times less than the default cost of $20/hr).
e. All other fields: leave with default values or empty.

4. Click the next row. If DSS/IPC asks for confirmation to insert the
previous row, click OK button.

D. Enter information 1. From menu bar, select Window, then Inputdef, then Lake.
about the lake 2. When warning No data found! appears, click OK button.

3. In Inputdef [Lake] window, fill empty fields:
a. In the field Water ID, enter any code of 6 characters or less, e.g.,

Lake.
b. In the field Water Description, enter Skeezer Lake.
c. In the fields Area, Inflow, Evaporation, and Mean Depth, enter

data from General Information.
4. Click the next row. If DSS/IPC asks for confirmation to insert the

previous row, click OK button.

E. Enter information 1. From menu bar, select Window, then Inputdef, then River.
about the river 2. When warning No data found! appears. click OK button.

3. In lnputdef [River] window, fill empty fields:
a. In the field Water ID, enter any code of 6 characters or less, e.g.,

River.
b. In the field Water Description, enter Winkie River.
c. In the fields Mean Depth, Avg.Flow, Temp., and Width, enter

data from General Information.
d. All other fields: leave with default values or empty.

4. Click the next row. If DSS/IPC asks for confirmation to insert the
previous row, click OK button.

F. Change defaults to 1. From menu bar, select Options, then Defaults...
speed up data 2. In Defaults window, select two first fields:
input a. In the field Area, select the code and description you entered for

the Emerald City area.
b. In the field Media, enter Air Emission.

3. Click OK button.

G. Enter production 1. From menu bar, select Window, then Inputdef, then Production.
data for industries 2. When information message appears, click OK button.
emitting into the 3. In lnputdef [Production] window, Area and Media fields should
air already show default values.

4. In the field ISIC, select 3710. When DSS/IPC asks for confirmation to
fill spreadsheet with selection data, click OK button. In the
spreadsheet, enter data into the row for Process ID &BUA:
a. Production 800
b. Number of sources 2
c. Click the next row. If DSSIIPC asks for confirmation to update the

previous row, click OK button.
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5. Repeat previous steps for the following combinations:

ISIC Process ID Production Number of sources
4101 BFUA I,500 30
4101 CEUA 200 100
7112 BBUA 1,000 100,000
7112 EBUA 1,200 60,000

6. In the field ISIC, select 3692. When DSS/IPC asks for confirmation to
fill spreadsheet with selection data, click OK button. In the
spreadsheet, enter data into the row for Process ID &BUA:

a. Production 10,000
b. Number of Sources 5
c. Reduction Measure PM control moderate (75%)
d. If DSS/IPC asks for confirmation to update the row, click OK

button

H. Change defaults 1. From menu bar, select Options, then Defaults...
to speed up data 2. In Defaults window, select two first fields:
input a. In the field Area, select the code and description entered for the

Emerald City area.
b. In the field Media, enter Water Effluent.
c. In the field River, select the code and description you entered for

the Winkie River.
d. In the field Lake, select the code and description you entered for

Skeezer Lake.
3. Click OK button.

*. Enter production I. From menu bar, select Window, then lnputdef, then Production.
data for industries 2. When information message appears, click OK button.
discharging into the 3. In lnputdef [Production] window, Area and Media fields should
water bodies already show default values.

4. In the field ISIC, select 3111. When DSS/IPC asks for confirmation to
fill spreadsheet with selection data, click OK button. In the
spreadsheet, enter data into the row for Process ID &AUA:
a. Production 100
b. Number of Sources 2
c. Click the next row. If DSS/IPC asks for confirmation to update the

previous row, click OK button.
5. Repeat previous steps for the following combinations:

ISIC Process ID Production Number of sources
3210 &AUA 120 1
3210 &CUA [so 1
3710 &AUA 800 2
9200 ABUA 900 2

6. In the field ISIC, select 3210 again (to enter data for cotton factory that
include not only production but also reduction measure). When
DSS/IPC asks for confirmation to fill spreadsheet with selection data,
click OK button. In the spreadsheet, enter data into the row for
Process ID &BUA:
a. Production 330
b. Number of Sources I
c. Reduction Measure Primary sedimentation
d. If DSS/IPC asks for confirmation to update the row, click OK button
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J. Enter load I. From menu bar, select Window, then Inputdef, then Load
contributions to Contribution to WaterBodies.
water bodies 2. In lnputdef [Load Contribution to WaterBodies] window, Area

field should already show default value.
3. In the field ISIC, select 31 1 1. A spreadsheet appears with two rows,

one for Skeezer Lake, another for Winkie River. In the far right-hand
column, Percent (%), enter distribution of discharges according to
General Information.
a. In the field Percent (%), for Winkie River enter 50.
b. Click the previous row. If DSS/IPC asks for confirmation to update

the current row, click OK button.
c. In the field Percent (%), for Skeezer Lake enter S0.
d. Click the next row. If DSS/IPC asks for confirmation to update the

current row, click OK button.
4. Repeat steps (a) and (b) above for the following combinations:

ISIC Percent (%)
3210 100
3231 100
3710 100
9200 100

Steps (c) and (d) can be skipped, since for these industries there are no
discharges to the lake.

K. Calculate pollution I. From menu bar, select Window, then Calculate, then Load...
loads for both 2. When information message appears, click OK button.
media 3. In Load dialogue box, Area and Media fields should already show default

values. In the field Media, add Air Emission by keeping Ctrl key down
and clicking on the row in the list of media. In the fields ISIC and
Pollutant, select (ALL).

4. Make sure that check boxes Calculate and Show results are checked.
5. Click OK button and wait while DSS/IPC calculates loads.

L. Export loads to I. From menu bar, select File, then Export, then Window to Excel... (or
Excel click Export to Excel button on toolbar).

2. When Export to Excel dialogue box appears, enter the name of the file
(e.g., LOAD.ASC) and click OK button.

3. When a message confirming export appears, click OK button.

M. Calculate pollutant 1. From menu bar, select Window, then Calculate, then Model...
concentrations in 2. When information message appears, click OK button.
both media 3. In Model dialogue box, fields Area, River, and Lake should already

show default values. In Model Type check boxes, check Area, River
Conservative, Lake Conservative, and Lake Phosphorus.

4. Make sure that check boxes Calculate and Show results are checked.
5. Click OK button and wait while DSS/IPC calculates pollutant

concentrations.
6. Review the results in three windows: Model [Air Area], Model

[Water conservative], and Model [Lake phosphorus].
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N. Build and analyze 1. From menu bar, select Window, then CostAnalysis/What-if..
water priority list 2. Wait while DSS/IPC calculates priority list.

3. Analyze the spreadsheet, particularly the two rightmost columns. Note
the relationship between pollutants that exceed health guidelines
concentrations (previous step) and critical and excess pollution loads
(current step).

4. Select gray check boxes for the row BOD5 (both lake and river) and
make sure that they are checked with red marks.

0. Export water 1. From menu bar, select File, then Export, then Window to Excel... (or
priority list to Excel click Export to Excel button on toolbar)

2. When Export to Excel dialogue box appears, enter the name of the file
(e.g., PRIOR-W.ASC) and click OK button.

3. When a message confirming export appears, click OK button.

P. Build and analyze 1. Click Next button and wait while DSS/IPC calculates contributing list.
water contributing 2. Analyze the list.
list 3. Click check boxes for all the rows where Ann.Avg.Conc. values are

not zeros, and make sure that they are checked with red marks.

Q. Export water 1. From menu bar, select File, then Export, then Window to Excel... (or
contributing list to click Export to Excel button on toolbar)
Excel 2. When Export to Excel dialogue box appears, enter the name of the file

(e.g., CONTR-W.ASC) and click OK button.
3. When a message confirming export appears, click OK button.

R. Build and analyze 1. Click Next button and wait while DSS/IPC calculates cost list.
cost list and lake 2. Review the list, particularly the rightmost column.
LRMC graph 3. Select (highlight) any row containing lake data by clicking on its number

in the leftmost column of the spreadsheet.
4. Click LRMC - Across processes button and wait while DSS/IPC builds

LRMC graph for the lake.
5. Analyze the graph.

S. Export lake LRMC 1. From menu bar, select File, then Export, then Window to Excel... (or
graph table to click Export to Excel button on toolbar)
Excel 2. When Export to Excel dialogue box appears, enter the name of the file

(e.g., LRMC-L.ASC) and click OK button.
3. When a message confirming export appears, click OK button.

T. Build and analyze 1. From menu bar, select Window, then Cost Analysis Cost List
river LRMC graph [Water] in the Window List

2. Select (highlight) any row containing river data by clicking on its number
in the leftmost column of the spreadsheet.

3. Click LRMC - Across processes button and wait while DSS/IPC builds
LRMC graph for the river.

4. Analyze the graph.

U. Export river LRMC 1. From menu bar, select File, then Export, then Window to Excel... (or
graph table to click Export to Excel button on toolbar).
Excel 2. When Export to Excel dialogue box appears, enter the name of the file

(e.g., LRMC-R.ASC) and click OK button.
3. When a message confirming export appears, click OK button.
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V. Build and analyze 1. Change default media back to air. From menu bar, select Options, then
air priority list Defaults ... ; then in Defaults window select Air Emission in the field

Media and click "OK" button.
2. From menu bar, select Window, then CostAnalysis/What-if...
3. Wait while DSS/IPC calculates priority list.
4. Analyze the spreadsheet, particularly the two rightmost columns. Note

the relationship between pollutants that exceed health guidelines
concentrations and critical and excess pollution loads.

5. Select gray check boxes for the row TSP, S02, and NOX and make
sure that they are checked with red marks.

W. Export air priority 1. From menu bar, select File, then Export, then Window to Excel... (or
list to Excel click Export to Excel button on toolbar).

2. When Export to Excel dialogue box appears, enter the name of the file
(e.g., PRIOR-A.ASC) and click OK button.

3. When a message confirming export appears, click OK button.

X. Build and analyze 1. Click Next button and wait while DSS/IPC calculates contributing list.
air contributing list 2. Analyze the list.

3. Click check boxes for all the rows with TSP except for Road
Transport and make sure that they are checked with red marks.

Y. Export air 1. From menu bar, select File, then Export, then Window to Excel... (or
contributing list to click Export to Excel button on toolbar).
Excel 2. When Export to Excel dialogue box appears, enter the name of the file

(e.g., CONTR-A.ASC) and click OK button.
3. When a message confirming export appears, click OK button.

Z. Build and analyze 1. Click Next button and wait while DSS/IPC calculates cost list.
air cost list and 2. Analyze the list, particularly the rightmost column.
LRMC graph 3. Select (highlight) the first row by clicking on the number I in the

leftmost column of the spreadsheet.
4. Click LRMC - Across processes button and wait while DSS/IPC builds

LRMC graph.
5. Analyze the graph .

AA. Export air LRMC 1. From menu bar, select File, then Export, then Window to Excel... (or
graph table to click Export to Excel button on toolbar).
Excel 2. When Export to Excel dialogue box appears, enter the name of the file

(e.g., LRMC-A.ASC) and click OK button.
3. When a message confirming export appears, click OK button.

AB. Finalize the 1. Open your 8 files in Excel.
analysis in Excel 2. Use information in the files to answer the questions.
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Answers to the problems Water
Air

1. The annual average BODs level is slightly higher
1. Pollutants whose levels exceed the health guide- in the river (12.5 mg/l) than in the lake (11.6 mg/

lines are TSP (120 jg/mr3 ), SO2 (58 jg/M 3), and 1) but in both cases exceeds the target level.
NO, (184 jig/m3 ). 2. There is only one pollution source for the lake-

2. Major contributors to the ambient levels: the new meat-processing plant. The major sources
TSP: cement industry, large coal boilers, and of BOD5 in the river are textile manufactures (es-

diesel transport; then small coal boilers and stoves, pecially cotton and wool) and municipal sewage.
and steel industry The contribution of the other meat plant is small.

SO2 : small coal boilers and stoves, diesel 3. (a) The least-cost set of measures to reduce the av-
transport, and large coal boilers erage ambient level of BOD5 in the river below 4

NOX: road transport. gg/M 3 includes adoption of WPP/GH at the wool-
3. (a) The least-cost strategy for achieving the level processing textile factory and the meat plant; bio-

of less than 70 jg/m 3 TSP includes the following logical and chemical treatment of municipal
measures: high PM controls (-90 percent), sup- sewage; upgrading of wastewater treatment at the
ported by waste prevention programs and good cotton-processing factory from primary to second-
housekeeping (WPP/GH), at the cement plant; ary and tertiary treatment, complemented by
WPP/GH at the steel mill; and moderate PM con- WPP/GH; and secondary treatment (with WPP/
trols (-75 percent) at large coal boilers. (b) To GH) at the textile factory that manufactures syn-
achieve a level of less than 50 gg/rm3 TSP, the fol- thetics materials. The annualized cost of this pro-
lowing measures should be implemented: high gram is US$20.3 million. (b) To reduce the BOD5

controls (-90 percent) at large coal boilers; very level below 4 jg/mr3 in the lake, it is necessary to
high controls (-98 percent) at the steel mill; and implement primary (with chemicals) treatment at
very high controls (-98 percent) at the cement the meat plant, in addition to WPP/GH. The cost
plant. Note that transport sector measures are not is US$48,000 per year.
included in the analysis. 4. A pollution charge of US$767/ton BOD3 would

4. The annualized cost is US$1.3 million for the first encourage the implementation by industries and
set of measures and nearly US$11 million for the municipal services of pollution abatement mea-
second set of measures. To provide sufficient in- sures that are needed to clean up the river. To
centive to achieve the targeted level of pollution create a similar incentive for the meat plant dis-
abatement, the emission charge on TSP should be charging to the lake, the charge rate should be

set at US$13/ton for program (a) and US$363/ton raised to US$1,043/ton BOD .
for program (b). 5. The answer depends on individual judgment; dis-

5. The second set of measures largely exhausts the cussion with other users would be helpful in maxi-

potential for controlling large sources. Further mizing the benefit of the exercise.

improvement in the pollution situation-i.e., re- Advanced Questions
ducing the ambient levels of particulates below 40
jig/m 3-requires controls on transport and small- Answers should be compared with those of others
source emissions. doing the problems.





Annex A

Derivation of the Limit Concentration
Values for Selected Air and Water

Pollutants in the DSS/IPC

Abbreviations are as follows: AW, atomic weight; tion [1, 2, 4]. An occupational limit value of 18 mg/
GLV, general limit value; kPa, kiloPaskale; MW, mo- m3 was derived to protect against irritation to eyes
lecular weight. and respiratory tract and minimize discomfort among

uninured workers [4].
Ammonia By applying a factor of 10-2 to the occupational

Evaluation date: 6-94 limit value, a RECOMMENDED VALUE of 180 mg/
m3 has been derived.

Peak exposure: The threshold for irritating ef-
fects is 16-50 mg/rm3 , while the estimated lethal con-

Ammonia is a colorless gas with a strong, penetrat- centration for humans is 5,000-10,000 mg/m 3 .
ing odor. It is extremely soluble in water up to a con- Workers did not have any respiratory complaints at
centration of 530 g/l at 20°C, forming ammonium- concentrations below 500 mg/lm3 . A short-term occu-
and hydroxy ions. In the atmosphere, ammonia is pational exposure limit of 27 mg/rm3 has been derived
converted into nitrogen oxide when it reacts with hy- to protect uninured workers 141.
droxyl free radicals. The vapor pressure is 882 kPa at A RECOMMENDED VALUE of 2,700 mg/nm3
20°C [1, 2, 31. has been derived by applying a factor of 10-1 to the

MW: 17 short-term exposure limit.

1 ppm = 0.8 mg/mr3 References

Odor threshold in air: 0.8-4 mg/m3 1. WHO (World Health Organization)/IPCS. 1986.
Environmental Health Criteria 54: "Ammonia."

Evaluation for air Geneva.
2. WHO (World Health Organization)/IPCS. 1994.

Since there were no indications for a carcinogenic ac- Environmental Health Criteria. "Nitrogen Ox-
tivity and since ammonia is not genotoxic, a thresh- ides." First draft. Geneva.
old extrapolation method was used to derive a 3. WHO (World Health Organization). 1993. Guide-
RECOMMENDED VALUE. lines for Drinking Water Quality. Vol.1: Recommen-

Long-term studies in animals have not shown dations, p. 40. 2d ed. Geneva.
any effects at levels below 35 mg/rm3 . Only high-lev- 4. ACGIH (American Conference of Governmental
el accidental exposures pose an occasional acute Industrial Hygienists). 1986. Documentation of the
health hazard (temporary blindness, severe eye dam- Threshold Limit Values and Biological Exposure Indi-
age, irritation of the glottis) for the general popula- ces. 5th ed. Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Carbon monoxide MW: 26

Compartment: air
Evaluationfor drinking water

Evaluation date: 1-94 WWHO derived a GLV of 0.07 mg/i based on effects on

Physical and cheenical properties behavior and serum biochemistry observed in a 6 m
Physion monoxideiscolorless,odorless,tstelessgas pig study [1]. Therefore a RECOMMENDED VALUE
Carbon monoxide iS a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas of 0.07 mg/I has been established.
that is slightly soluble in water [1, 2].

MW: 28 References
1. WHO (World Health Organization). 1993. Guide-

1 ppm = 1.15 mg/in 3 linesfor Drinking Water Quality. Vol. 1: Recommen-

dations, p. 46. 2d ed. Geneva.
Evaluation for air 2. The Merck Index: An Encyclopedia of Chemicals, Drugs

Since there were no indications that carbon monox- and Biologicals. 1989. 11th ed. Merck & Co.
ide is a genotoxic carcinogen, a threshold extrapola-
tion method was used to derive a RECOMMENDED Hydrogen fluoride
VALUE. Compartments: air and drinking water

WHO derived a 8h GLV of 10 mg/rm3 to protect
people against cardiovascular and neurobehavioral Evaluation date: 11-93
effects [1]. General description

By correcting the WHO GLV of 10 mg/r 3 by lin-l
ear extrapolation for continuous exposure, an REC- Hydrogen fluoride is a colorless gas (above 19'C)

OMMENDED VAU o 00or liquid with a pungent odor. It is completely solu-
OMMENDED VALUE of 3,300 mg/rn 3 was benae[,~
established. ble m water [3, 51.

Peak exposure: WHO derived a lh GLV of 30 MW: 20
mg/mr3 to prevent carboxy hemoglobin levels from 1 ppm = 0.8 mg/mr3

exceeding 2.5-3% in nonsmoking populations [11.
Therefore a RECOMMENDED VALUEpa of 30,000 Odor threshold = 0.03 mg/r 3 [4]
mg/rm3 has been established. Evaluationfor air

References Since there were no indications that hydrogen fluo-
1. WHO (World Health Organization). 1987. Air ride is a genotoxic carcinogen, a threshold extrapola-

Quality Guidelinesfor Europe. WHO Regional Pub- tion method was used to derive a RECOMMENDED
lications, European Series, 23. Copenhagen. VALUE.

2. WHO (World Health Organization)/IPCS. 1979. Repeated exposure of experimental animals to a
Environmental Health Criteria 13: "Carbon Mon- concentration of 5.6 mg/rm3 resulted in mild irritation
oxide." Geneva. of the respiratory tract; exposure to 13.6 mg/mi3 re-

sulted in damage to the lungs, liver, and kidneys. In
Cyanide (CN) animals exposed to 2.5 mg/m 3 , no injurious action

Compartment: drinking water was observed [3].
In humans, exposure to concentrations higher

Evaluation date: 8-93 than 2.4 mg/m 3 resulted in redness of the skin and in

General description burning and irritation of nose and eyes 131. No skele-
tal fluorosis was seen in workers exposed for less than

Cyanide is a cation formed by dissociation of, e.g., 10 y at levels estimated to be no greater than 2.5 mg/
hydrogen cyanide, sodium cyanide, or potassium cy- m3 [5]. An occupational limit value of 2 mg/m 3 (as F)
anide. It is very soluble in water. It is used in several [1, 2] and an occupational ceiling limit of 2.5 mg/rm3

metal treatment industries [2]. [31 were derived.
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By applying a factor of 10-2 to the occupational 2. WHO (World Health Organization). 1987. Air
limit value of 2 mg/m 3 , a RECOMMENDED VALUE Quality Guidelinesfor Europe. WHO Regional Pub-
of 20 mg/m 3 was established. lications, European Series 23, p. 233. Copenhagen.

References Lead
1. SZW (Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and Work

Procurement), Dutch Expert Committee for Occu- Corpatments: air and drinking water
pational Standards. 1992. "List of Dutch MAC Evaluation date: 8-93
Values 1992" (in Dutch).

2. SZW (Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and Work General description
Procurement), Dutch Expert Committee for Occu-
pational Standards. 1986. "A Health-Based Rec- Lead is a bluish or silvery-gray soft metal used in the
o ededOccpational Exposurds.1986'AHealimitd foR production of lead acid batteries. It is also used inommended Occupational Exposure Limit for 
Fluorine, Hydrogen Fluoride, and Inorganic Fluo- plumbing fittings, as an antiknock compound in gas-
ride Compounds." Report 8605 R. oline, and as solder in water distribution systems [1,

3. ACGIH (American Conference of Governmental 2].
Industrial Hygienists). 1986. Documentation of the AW: 207
Threshold Limit Values and Biological Exposure Indi-
ces. 5th ed. Cincinnati, Ohio. 1 ppm = 8.5 mg/r 3

4. Van Gemert, L. J., and A. H. Nettenbreier. 1977.
Compilation of Odor Threshold Values in Air and Evaluationfor air
Water. National Institute for Water Supply, Cen- The IARC concluded that the evidence for carcinoge-
tral Institute for Nutrition and Food Research nicity of lead was inadequate in humans and suffi-
TNO, the Netherlands. cient (inorganic lead) or inadequate (organolead) in

5. ATSDR (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease ant (iArgroup la or grouate Tolead)vin
Registry). 1991. Toxicological Profile for Fluorides, animals (IARC group 2B or group 3) [3]. To derive a
Hydrogen Fluoride and Fluorine (F). ATSDR/TP-91/ RECOMMENDED VALUE, a threshold extrapolation
17. Atlanta, Georgia. method was used.

WHO derived a GLV of 1 mg/m 3 based on a

Hydrogen sulfide long-term human study in which elevated protopor-

Compartment: air phyrine was observed [1]. Given the latest research
on the adverse impact of lead, a RECOMMENDED

Evaluation date: 8-93 VALUE of 0.5 mg/m 3 has been established.

General description Evaluationfor drinking water

Hydrogen sulfide is a flammable gas with a charac- WHO derived a GLV of 0.01 mg/I based on increased
teristic odor of rotting eggs. Its solubility in water is blood lead levels observed in metabolic studies with
4.1 g/l. It is used in the manufacture of chemicals, in
metallurgy, and as an analytical agent [1]. infants [21. Therefore a RECOMMENDED VALUE of

MW: 34.1 ~~~~~~~~~~0.01 mg/i has been established.MW: 34.1v

References
Evaluation for air 1. WHO (World Health Organization). 1987. Air

WHO derived a GLV of 150 mg/rm3 based on eye irri- Quality Guidelinesfor Europe. WHO Regional Pub-
tation occurring at exposure to 15 mg/m 3 11]. lications, European Series 23, p. 242. Copenhagen.

Therefore a RECOMMENDED VALUE of 150 2. WHO (World Health Organization). 1993. Guide-
mg/rm3 has been established. linesfor Drinking Water Quality. Vol. 1: Recommen-

dations, p. 49. 2d ed. Geneva.
References 3. IARC (International Agency for Research on Can-
1. TheMerckIndex:An EncyclopediaofChemicals, Drugs cer). 1987. IARC Monographs on the Evaluation

and Biologicals. 1989. 11th ed. Merck & Co. of Carcinogenic Risks to Humans. Suppl.7: Over-
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all Evaluation of Carcinogenicity: An Updating of 2. WHO (World Health Organization). 1987. Air
IARC Monographs Vols. 1 to 42. Lyon, France. Quality Guidelinesfor Europe. WHO Regional Pub-

lications, European Series 23. Copenhagen.
Nitrogen dioxide

Compartment: air Ozone (03)

Evaluation date: 2-94 Compartment: air

Evaluation date: 6-94
Physical-chemical properties

Nitrogen dioxide is a reddish-brown gas or a color- Physical-chemical properties

less liquid (below 21°C). It can be spontaneously Ozone is a bluish gas at normal temperature. It is one
formed by oxidation of nitric oxide (NO) in air. Nitro- of the strongest oxidizing agents. Ozone is formed
gen dioxide is soluble in water and decomposes, form- indirectly by the action of sunlight on nitrogen diox-
ing nitric oxide and nitric acid. It is a precursor of ide and reactive volatile organic compounds.
ozone (0) in the ambient air (see below).

MW: 48
MW: 46

1 ppm = 2 mg/mr3
1 ppm = 2 mg/in 3

Odor threshold: 220-440 mg/mr3 Evaluation for air

Evaluation for air Since there were no indications that ozone was a geno-
toxic carcinogen, a threshold extrapolation method

Since there are no indications that nitrogen dioxide is was used to derive a RECOMMENDED VALUE.
a genotoxic carcinogen, a threshold extrapolation Ozone is injurious at relatively low concentra-
method was used to derive a RECOMMENDED VAL- tions and at short-term exposure periods. At high con-
UE. centrations, ozone causes lung effects such as

Inhalation of concentrations of 20-40 mg/mi3 pulmonary congestion, edema and hemorrhage. Ex-
oere mildly irritating to the eyes, nose, and respira- posure of animals to concentrations slightly above 2

tory tract [1]. At exposure levels above 3.8 mg/3n mg/rm3 for 1 y and 6 h/d caused bronchitis and bron-
clear changes occur in the pulmonary function of chiolitis (2]. WHO derived a 8 h GLV of 100-120 mg/
healthy humans. A mild effect has been reported at 3 [1]
0.9 mg/rn 3 for asthmatics and at 1.9 mg/m 3 for nor- B correctin the WHO uideline value of 100
mal subjects. Therefore, WHO derived a GLV of 150 y g g

1 ' mg/m 3 for continuous exposure a RECOMMENDED
mg/m 3 [2]. VALUE of 30 mg/im3 was established.

Based on the GLV, a RECOMMENDED VALUE
Basedgm3 o eeL abREOMed. Peak exposure: Short-term acute effects are no-

o15mgi3 hsbee .. . table, beginning with eye irritation due to exposure
Peak exposure: In asthmatics exercising dunng

exposure to 560 mg/rn 3 a change in pulmonary func- to nonozone oxidants at ozone levels of 200 mg/rm3 .

tion occurred within the physiological range. In hu- In children, l h average concentrations of 160-300 mg/
mans exposed for 1 h/d to 500 mg/rn 3 no adverse m3 caused decreased pulmonary function. WHO de-
effects were observed. Based on these observations, rived a 1 h GLV of 150-200 mg/ 3 [1].
WHO derived a 1 h GLV of 400 mg/m 3 [2]. Therefore, Therefore, a RECOMMENDED VALUEpeak of
a RECOMMENDED VALUE peak of 400 mg/m 3 has 150 mg/rm3 has been derived.
been established.

References
R*erences 1. WHO (World Health Organization). 1987., Air
1. ACGIH (American Conference of Governmental Quality Guidelinesfor Europe. WHO Regional Pub-

Industrial Hygienists). 1986. Documentation of the lications, European Series 23, p. 315. Copenhagen.
Threshold Limit Values and Biological Exposure Indi- 2. ACGIH (American Conference of Governmental
ces. 5th ed. Cincinnati, Ohio. Industrial Hygienists). 1986. Documentation of the
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Threshold Limit Values and Biological Exposure Indi- tion of 140 mg/rm3 can result in decreased lung func-
ces. 5th ed. Cincinnati, Ohio. tion and respiratory complaints [4]. Based on the ten-

tative GLV (1 day) of 70 mg/mr3 for PM10, the
Particulates < 10 microns (PM ) RECOMMENDED VALUEpekk has been established at

Compartment: air 70 mg/rm3 for PM,, [11.

Evaluation date: 6-94 References

1. WHO (World Health Organization). 1987., Air
Physical-chemical properties Quality Guidelinesfor Europe. WIHO Regional Pub-
Airborne particulate matter is a complex mixture of lications, European Series 23, p. 338. Copenhagen.
substances. PM10 is respirable particulate matter with 2. ACGIH (American Conference of Governmental
a diameter mostly < 10 mm. Black smoke is a carbon- Industrial Hygienists). 1986. Documentation of the
containing aerosol with a particle diameter < 5 mm Threshold Limit Values and Biological Exposure Indi-
[1]. ces. 5th ed. Cincinnati, Ohio.

3. Van der Meulen, A., P. J. Rombout, C. J. Prins, P.
Evaluation for air G. N. Kramers, G. J. van Esch, E. Heijna-Merkus,

,,. ,, ~~~A. C. Besemer, H. J. Huldy, H. C. M. Mulder andNuisance particulates (biologically inert" dusts) can
reduce visibility, cause deposits in eyes, ears,anJ. Venselaar. 1987. "Criteria Document Fine Par-

reduc evbility,and caused in' eye ears an ticulate Matter" (in Dutch). RIVM Report 738513
nasal membranes, and cause injury to the skin or 006. RIVM, Bilthoven, the Netherlands.

WHO derived GLV values for particulates in Annema, J. A., H. Booij, J. M. Hesse, A. van der
Meulen, and W. Slooff, eds. 1994. "Criteria Docu-

combination with sulfur dioxide. A GLV (1 y) of 50 ment Fine Particulate Matter" (in Dutch). RIVM
mg/m 3 was established for black smoke [1]. The Report 710401 029. RIVM, Bilthoven, the Nether-
USEPA proposed a yearly average of 40-65 mg/rm3 , lands.
while in a Dutch criteria document a yearly average
of 40 mg/m 3 was proposed for PM10 to prevent de- Sulfur dioxide
creased lung function and respiratory complaints [3, Compartment: air
4]. These values were considered too high, as a recent
study showed that effects (increase in bronchitis in Evaluation date: 6-94
children) can occur at a yearly PM10 concentration of
about 40 mg/rm3 [4]. A suitable guideline value is not Physical-chemical properties
available because from the present data set a NOAEL The major proportion of sulfur emissions from com-
cannot be determined. bustion sources is emitted as sulfur dioxide, which is

Based on WHO and EPA yearly averages of 50 further oxidized to sulfur trioxide in the atmosphere
mg/m 3 , the RECOMMENDED VALUE has been es- (5-10% per hour). In the presence of moisture, sulfu-
tablished at 50 mg/in 3 for PM10. It should be noted, ric acid is formed, present as an aerosol. Sulfur diox-
however, that adverse effects at lower levels have been ide is a colorless gas that is readily soluble in water
established and that WHO waived the limit value for [1].
PM1 O. MW: 64

Peak exposure: A GLV (1 day) of 125 mg/rm3 was I
derived by WHO for black smoke. For thoracic parti- 1 ppm = 2.6 mg/r
cles (equivalent to PM1 d, a tentative GLV (1 day) of Odor threshold in air: > 1 mg/rm3
70 mg/mr3 was proposed [1]. The USEPA proposed a
daily average of 150 mg/m 3 for PM10. In 1987 a daily Evaluationfor air
average of 140 mg/m 3 was established for PMIO in Effects of sulfur dioxide on the respiratory tract (bron-
the Netherlands to prevent serious effects such as choconstriction, bronchitis) were observed in animals
mortality and irreversible lung damage [3,4]. Recent and workers at a concentration of 10 mg/rm3 and in
studies, however, have shown that a daily concentra- asthmatic subjects at a concentration of 1 to 2.6 mg/
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m3 . Based on these data WHO derived a 1 y GLV of References
50 mg/m 3 111. 1. WHO (World Health Organization). 1987. Air

Therefore, a RECOMMENDED VALUE of 50 Quality Guidelinesfor Europe. WHO Regional Pub-
mg/m 3 has been determined. lications, European Series 23, p. 338. Copenhagen.

Peak exposure: WHO derived a 1 h GLV of 350
mg/rm3 to prevent respiratory effects [1]. Therefore, a
RECOMMENDED VALUE of 350mg/r 3 has been
determined.



Annex B

Activities Likely to
Generate Hazardous Waste

* Petrochemical processes and pyrolytical treat- * Production and application of enamel (enamel
ments (furnace bricks; oil/water/sludge mixtures; sludge and residues)
oil-contaminated bleaching earth; acid tar; sulfur- * Production of chlorine with the diaphragm-electro
containing residue from desulfurization; oil/wa- process (asbestos-containing residues
ter mixture; tar residue from coal tar production; * Phenol production (phenol and phenol/water mix-
sludge from wastewater treatment; residues of tures)
liquidous and pasteous organic substances from * Manufacture of metal products (selene-containing
aromatic, aliphatic, and naphtenic products; resi- metal waste; beryllium-containing metal waste;
dues from alkali washing of fuels) cooling liquid based on oil products, oil/water

* Natural gas production (mercury-containing sludge mixture)
sludge and filter material; sulfur-containing resi- * Metal surface treatment, such as pickling, galva-
dues) nizing, cleaning, degreasing, and thermal zinc

* Production and application of zinc, production of coating (acid, acid residue, or acid mixture; alkali,
zinc oxide(zinc ashes and slags; jarosite) alkali residue, or alkali mixture; galvanizing liq-

* Production and application of lead (lead ashes and uid based on sulfide, chromium[VI], cyanide, cop-
slags; lead-containing filter dust) per, zinc, cadmium, nickel, or tin; copper-pickling

* Production and application of cadmium (cad- liquid; halogene-free sludge from a bath of organic
mium-containing filter dust) solvents; halogen-containing sludge from a bath

* Production and application of arsene (arsene-con- of organic solvents; phosphating sludge; sludge
taining filter dust) from pickling bath)

* Production of cast iron (furnace dust) * Treatment of galvanizing and comparable baths
* Production of iron and steel with oxyconverters and water treatment for metal surface treatment

or electrofurnaces (filter dust; fly ash; other dusts) processes (metal hydroxide sludge with chro-
* Production of primary and secondary aluminum mium, cadmium, copper, zinc, nickel, or silver;

(filter dust; electrode residues; furnace bricks) heavy metal-containing eluate of ion exchangers;
* Nonferrometallurgical processes (heavy metal- heavy metal-containing concentrate of membrane

containing furnace bricks; arsene slag) systems)
• Hardening of steel (cyanide, nitrate- or nitrite-con- m Production of acids and ammonia (acid- or am-

taining sludge; hardening salt) monia-containing residues)
* Production and application of asbestos and asbestos- a Production and application of solvents (contami-

containing materials (asbestos-containing residues) nated halogene-free or halogenic aromatic, ali-

63
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phatic, or naphtalenic solvents; contaminated * Production of pharmaceuticals (residues of the
halogene-free solvents based on phenols, ketones, production of drugs, except for animal and veg-
ethers, acetates, alcohols, or glycols; contaminated etable substances)
halogenated phenols; contaminated solvents based * Production or formulation of pesticides (product
on nitrogen-containing aromates, naphtenes, or residues; wastewater sludge; residues of hexa-
aliphatics; contaminated sulfur-containing sol- chloro hexane and hexachloro benzene)
vents; bottom stills) * Production, formulation, or application of wood

* Removal of paint layers by means of blasting (paint conservation chemicals (residues of products;
residues) wastewater sludge; residues of conservation baths;

* Production and application of paint, lacquers, var- wood alkali bath)
nishes, inks, and coatings (residues of paint, lac- * Cleaning, emptying, and maintenance of tanks and
quers, varnishes, inks, and coatings which have oil/water separators of ships, vehicles, and mo-
not fully hardened; sludge from water treatment bile and stationary storage tanks, washwater and
for production) sludge (oil-containing residues, washwater and

* Production and application of glue, adhesives, and sludge; cargo residues; oil-water-sludge-mixture
resins (residues of glue, adhesives, and resins, not and oil containing air filters of oil, grease, sludge,
from animals, that have not fully hardened; resin or fuel separation)
oil residue) * Cleaning of drum for chemicals (product residues;

* Production and application of latex (residue of la- wastewater sludge)
tex emulsion, not fully hardened) * Treatment processes for wastewater and contami-

* Production and application of paint removers (resi- nated air emissions (sludge from fertilizer indus-
dues) try wastewater treatment; sludge for the treatment

* Printing and photocopying with liquidous inks of fluoric acid-containing wastewater; heavy
(residues of ink, cleaning solvents, etc.) metal-containing residues of ion exchangers; flue

* Production or application of photochemicals (resi- gas cleaning residues)
dues of fixation, developing, and bleaching agents) * Purification processes for organic liquids (contami-

* Production or application of organic peroxides nated filters and filter material)
(residues) * Waste treatment processes, such as incineration,

* Production or application of halogenated hydro- distillation, separation, and concentration tech-
carbons or aromatic, aliphatic, or naphtenic hydro- niques (slags of hazardous waste incineration, fly
carbons (residues of organic substances based on ash from incineration of waste, except ash from
halogenated hydrocarbons; residues of aromatic incineration of municipal wastewater treatment
and other organic substances) sludge; flue gas cleaning residues; cable burning

* Production or application of organic nitrogen or residues; battery acid; bottom stills)
oxygen compounds (residues, but not vegetable * Shredding of metal and plastics and rubbers
or animal hydrocarbons, proteins, fat and fatty ac- (shredder waste)
ids) * Chemical processes in laboratories for research,

* Production or application of silicon compounds, monitoring, and education (laboratory waste)
except adhesive pastes (residues) * Application of amalgam by dentists (amalgam-

* Production of textiles (residues of textile-dyeing containing waste)
chemicals) * Vehicles and machinery maintenance and repair

* Production or application of polymers (plastics, (oily residues; filters, and filter material)
etc) and their raw materials (residues of additives * Health centers (human parts; animals and animal
such as colorants, stabilizers, or fire protection parts for testing purposes; waste from departments
agents; residues of plasticizers; residues of mono- with quarantine patients; waste from microbiologi-
mers of vinyl chloride and acrylonitrile; nonhard- cal laboratories; sharp objects such as injection
ened residues of rubber-emulsion or rubber needles; large quantities of blood, plasma, and
solution, rubber sludge and PVC) other pasteous and liquidous waste; cytostatica)

* Production of cosmetics (residues of nonvegetable
or nonanimal raw materials)



Annex C

Recommended Values for
Area Characteristics Used in

Dispersion Models

Recommended values for downtown/area be selected and applied. Such ratios depend also on
average density factors the spatial distribution of the low-level sources, in

To estimate critical pollutant levels in heavily popu- which case a qualitative assessment is sufficient. The
lated downtown urban areas, an empirically deter- following list provides critical downtown to spatial
mined ratio of local peak to urban average levels can average concentrations ratios:

Area description Em.dens.factor
Uniform emission density throughout the city (theoretical case) 1.4
Cities without pronounced downtown area activities 3.0 - 4.5
Cities with pronounced downtown area activities (most usual case) 6.0 -6.4

Recommended values for area roughness

Select an appropriate value using the examples be-
low as a guide.

Type Example Value
Flat land Polderland with few trees 0.03
Farm land Airfield, agricultural land, polder with many trees 0.10
Cultivated land Greenhouse land, open area with much overgrowth, 0.30

scattered houses
Residential area Area with densely-located but low buildings, wooded 1.0

area, industrial area with obstacles that are not too high
Urban area Large city with high buildings, industrial area with high obstacles 3.0
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